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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY June 9, 1 9&7

The Honorable John W . Gardner
Secretary
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Mr. Secretary:

In accordance with the instructions in your directive

of November 1 , 1966 , creating the Task Force on Environmental

Health and Related Problems, we are transmitting in this report

findings and recommendations with respect to Idle Department's

responsibility for protecting man from threats to his health and

welfare as a result of environmental damage.
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SECRETARY JOHN W. GARDNER created the Task Force on En-
vironmental Health and Related Problems and charged it with recom-
mending to him goals, priorities, and a Departmental strategy to cope

with environmental threats to man’s health and welfare.

When the six members of the Task Force met for the first work session

November 18, 19G6, the magnitude of the Secretary’s charge in relation

to the seven months available to respond appeared enormous.
But the initial decisions the Task Force made to get the job done ensured

it would meet its report date.

First, the Task Force quickly identified arens upon which it had to

concentrate. And, as it did this, it became clear that this was.what the

Task Force needed to do for the Department as well. To try to do too

much results in doing too little. The lack of specific Department goals

emanating from the Office of the Secretary results in such a myriad of
goals set by the operating agencies that too much is attempted.

Very quickly other decisions fell into place. The Task Force decided
that it need not attempt to define or document environmental hazards
which have been exhaustively studied by groups of distinguished authori-

ties (many of whose reports are listed in the bibliography of this Report)

.

Rather, the Task Force elected, as one major approach to gathering needed
information, to meet with authorities from many fields of knowledge to

seek their counsel in developing a comprehensive analysis of the Depart-
ment’s environmental health responsibilities.

Between December 1966 and March 1967 the Task Force held five two-
day conferences in Boston, New York, Detroit, San Francisco, and Los
Angeles.

During these conferences nearly 100 persons from educational institu-

tions, State and local governments, private industry, and foundations and
research institutions advised the Task Force on environmental problems
and to what degree they existed, how man’s future would bo affected by
these problems andwhat ought to be done about them.

Li addition to the conferences, more than a dozen informal meetings
were held with nearly 100 other experts in the field. Correspondence and
individual interviews were conducted with scores more experts including
those in other Federal agencies.

This plus much written documentation provided the Task Force with
its basic data. It is from these basic data that the recommendations
emerged.
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But the Task Force believes that the Department must plan in terms of
a billion dollar expenditure for research and development in environ-

mental protection over thenext five years.

Thus, the total Department of Health, Education, and Welfare spending
which might result if the recommendations of tills report are adopted
would be $2.5 billion for a five-year period.

While the Task Force found difficulty in assessing the precise costs of

its recommendations, it rapidly learned that one fundamental handicap
exists to realizing any significant gains in improving the qualify of our
environment. It is the monetary difficulties faced by the Nation’s local

governments in obtaining operating funds.

While this is a problem outside the immediate responsibilities of the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, it is clear that if the

Department’s environmental health and welfare program is to be success-

ful, State and local governments must be able to act much more effectively.

The simple approach of supplying operating revenues to the cities would
not solve the long-range problems.

The Task Force has no answer to the problem of providing adequate
funds essential for local government activities, but it does feel that steps

must be token toward finding solutions.

Toward this end, it recommends the Secretary urge the President
to call a White House Conference on Financing Local Government to
explore ways for cities and other units of local government to raise

adequate funds to finance essential governmental activities on a
metropolitan and regional scale.

Local government today docs not have the financial resources to meet its

responsibilities to its citizens. New funding procedures must evolve.

All of these findings and recommendations con be successfully pursued
only if policy-making officials and the employees of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and the people of this Nation see the

Department os a “people oriented” agency.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare must be concerned
with the effects on the quality of human life of all the activities in which
man engages. Given tills role, the resources, and the ability to focus its

activities on profitable priorities, the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare can help provide man with the quality of life lie is seeking.

Ron M. Linton
Chairman

y

The Secretary's Task Force

on Environmental Health and
Related Problems.
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SUMMARY
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f? AMERICAN AFFLUENCE today contaminates the Nation’s air, water,

and hind faster than nature and man’s present efforts cun cleanse them.

But of even greater concern, experience has shown that undetected en-

vironmental health hazards, cither alone or in conjunction with known
hazards, can arise suddenly to create conditions of living harmful, if not

dangerous, to the public. It is necessary then that a constant effort be made
to detect these hazards before they reach the crisis stage. But, while we
must be alert to the effects of new hazards, continuing effort also must be

expanded to learnmore aboutknown hazards so that they can be controlled.

We know something of air pollution, but we know little about the hazard

potential of 500,000 to 600,000 synthetic chemicals and other compounds

on the market today. We know something of water quality, but little of

the effects oftrace metals. Canwe cope withsolid waste ? What is the future

problem ofnuclear waste ?

The Task Force concludes that danger to environmental quality, par-

ticularly in the broad context that theTask Force has reviewed it, is among
the most important domestic problems today. It affects allAmericans where
they live, work, and play. It can very materially damage their children

and generations yet unborn.

What is needed now is an overview of the entire question of environ-

mental health and its interrelated components, not only water pollution,

air pollution, solid wastes, but, also, noise, crowding, rndiution, traffic

safety, and ailments which can be related to these factors.

The American public must develop this overview, a sensitivity to the

scope and limitations of the environment.

The public must learn that air, water, and land are limited, that the

number of Americans is growing, that their affiuence and effluents arc in-

creasing, forming something of on ecological chain reaction.

The 140 million Americans who live concentrated on 10 percent of the

Nation’s land area must now take vigorous action to clean up the

environment.

As the facts become clear, the public will be shocked at the price it is

paying for its affluence. But, if it is obvious that one way to halt the con-

tamination of the environment is to prohibit automobiles, stop the genera-

tion of electricity and shut down industry, it is just as obvious that tliis
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action. It calls for looking at total man in his total environment rather
than taking a crisis or piecemeal approach to solving problems.

Chapter Two enumerates the ten Action Goals which constitute steps
which must be taken now by the Department if it is to meet its responsi-
bilities for the future.

Chapter Three looks beyond the achievement of specific quantitative
goals and describes a plan to permit the setting of new goals as conditions
change. Four recommendations deal with the mechanics of the system and
six deal with objectives of the system and its support.

Chapter Four presents the major items of the Keport which will require
new Congressional authority and suggests that to focus public attention
these be submitted by the President in a single Environmental Protection
Act.

The ten Action Goals cover the areas which the Task Force felt deserve
the highest priority today.

Air pollution has reached a point where abatement is the principal
effort required. But it needs to be accompanied by a vastly stepped up
developmental research program.

Water quality is at a shocking level for the wealthiest Nation in the
history of the world. About one-third of the 10,200 communities in the
United States which have municipal water systems fail to meet existing
Public Health Service standards. But, to compound the problem, it is not
certain that the present standard is meaningful.

Waste disposal is a major governmental activity. But it is no solution
to shift contamination from the ground up into the air through smoke.
There must be a total look at all waste disposal, including nuclear waste
disposal.

Urban contamination is being compounded so rapidly that broad en-
vironmental criteria and standards are needed. Yet, too little is known to
permit the development of criteria and standards on such problems os the
health effects of a super highway cutting through a crowded urban area,
the mental stresses generated by traffic jams, or the effect of sonic booms
on major population areas.

Population problems compound all the other environmental threats to
man.

Materials, metals, and chemicals in ever-increasing abundance and com-
plexity come to the market place with no previous analysis of their toxic
effect upon the environment. This cannot be permitted to continue.

Consumer protection against dangers from household equipment and
appliances is necessary in a world where technology is advancing at a tre-

mendous pace. Further, with so many food products being subjected to
chemical processing before they reach the mouth, bold new efforts arc
necessary to assure public safety.
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Radiation hazards, in spite of the amount of public sensitivity to 'the
subject during the past qunrter ccntuiy, are still in need of improved
control. Even today, many uranium miners arc over-exposed to radiation
and are likely to die prematurely. Clearly, more protection is needed.

The occupational illness and safety protection Goal for workers focuses
concern on the work-place environment of 80 million Americans. Even
this comparatively manageable environment is now controlled by safety
protection for less than 20 percent of*the work force.

Plysical and mental health standards for the urban environment do not
exist today. The Task Force believes that not only should the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare identify the (1) permissible, and
(2) practical levels of these environmental insults which concentrate in
urban areas, but it should also encourage other Federal agencies, in par-
ticular the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the
Department of Transportation, to conform to these standards in the
implementation of their own programs. Likewise, full cooperation in the
achievement of standards should be encouraged by State and local gov-
ernments andprivategroups and individuals.

Some of these Action Goals require legislation; for others, sufficient
authority is available. All of them can be achieved. They are not, however,
ends in themselves* They are first steps and must be superseded ultimately
by more advanced goals which must be set by the Secretary. But, if the
Secretary is to bo able to develop successive goals, the functional activity
of the Department must be structured to achieve specific ends. This func-
tional approach means orienting all environmental health research so that
today s and tomorrow’s hazards can be identified and their effect on man
determmed. It means establishing criteria and dual level standards with
the lower level representing the minimum acceptable for health protection
and the upper being the desirable, achievable level. It means using con-
tracts witlundustry to develop the teclinology necessary to reach the upper
level. And, finally, it means obtaining compliance with national goals
through technical assistance and financial support of State and local gov-
ernments. This is an Environmental Protection System.

If it is tojyork, the System must have specific immediate objectives,
such as establishment of criteria and standards for dements discharged
into the air, water, and soil, and creation of a surveillance system, nation-
wide, for all pollutants in air, water, and soil.

And compliance must be based on more than abatement action. There
must bo an inducement so strong for State and local governments to do
comprdiensive planning on an appropriate geographic scale and to con-form with national goals and objectives that it is politically and eco-
nomically unpalatable for them to do otherwise.

Further, if the System is to work, specific programs for the development

xu



of sufficient competent manpower must be inaugurated and public aware-

ness increased and strengthened.

The entire study of ecology and the environment at universities needs

major support through grants, fellowships, and the creation of special

ecological laboratories. The significance of ecology in various professional

fields such as medicine, law, engineering, architecture, planning, and pub-

lic and business administration requires investigation. Encouragement is

needed to generate articles and books on the many aspects of the subject.

Besearcli is required into the cause-and-effect relationships between en-

vironmental factors and specific diseases. A scries of Departmental incen-

tives is needed to attract, train, and keep top quality personnel in the

environmental health field. Free movement of leaders and workers between

research activities and Departmental operating activities should be en-

couraged in and between Federal, State, and local governments.

The Task Force recognizes that environmental conditions vary from
city to city. One city may have a concentration of industrial problems. One
may have special traffic problems. One may have a heavy smoke pollution

problem, while still others may be susceptible to climatic complications.

Because each urban complex is environmentally different, the Task
Force believes that local governments should be encouraged to work to-

gether in setting standards for their area consistent with Federal

minimums.

Participation on the part of local government in any regional environ-

mental program should be as great as possible, but it must be recognized

that environmental protection problems will have to be solved on the met-
ropolitan or regional scale.

We must engage in experimentation and research in order to increase our

capacity to moke decisions at the metropolitan or regional level.

Finally, to activate the broad coordinated approach to the entire ques-

tion of environmental health and related problems, a systems approach for

research and development is needed. To obtain this requires the creation

of the post of Assistant Secretary of the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare for Research and Development.

The creation of the Council of Ecological Advisors, authority to set

standards on a host of new substances and the right to prohibit their use

until the standards are met, the extension of the Secretary’s abatement

authority to all hazards of an interstate nature, a mechanism to provide

technical assistance teams to State and local governments and to use Fed-

eral grant-in-aid money conditioned on comprehensive program plan-

ning—all these form the core of a new effort to cope with present and

future environmental problems. Implemented, they will mean protection

on a systematic basis. Without them, the Department and the Federal

Government will lack the extensive arsenal of weapons needed to do the

job the American people want and expect.





RECOMMENDATIONS

THE TASK FORCE considered recommenda-

tions numbering in the hundreds during its

seven months of deliberations. But it decided

to set forth only those it considered to be of the

highest priority.

Omissions, then, are not indicative of invalid

recommendations, but are the result of focusing

on the areas having the potential for the most

beneficial result.

The recommendations set forth here total

thirty-four, divided into three groups: ten Ac-
tion Goals, ten recommendations dealing with

the Environmental Protection System, and
fourteen other recommendations which support

the Goals and the System. The number follow-

ing each recommendation indicates the Chapter

and page where the recommendation appears

in the Report.

The Task Force initially considered recom-

mending a general overall goal for environ-

mental health, but decided that a statement of

purpose would be more suitable, leaving the

goals for program action.

For the Department to pursue intelligently

its responsibility for making the environment

man's ally and hot his enemy it musthave a pur-
pose. This purpose must be compatible with the

Department’s concern with people and must be

relevent to the Department’s general health

goal, to provide for the optimum health of the

American people.

The Task Force recommends that the De-

partment’s purpose for environmental concern

be:

To ensure that every American can thrive

in on attractive, comfortable, convenient, and

healthy environment by

:

controlling pollution at its source,

reducing hazards,

converting waste to use, and
improving the aesthetic value of man’s

surroundings.
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ACTION GOALS

The countiy today is faced with environmental challenges from a number
of areas. Some are greater problems than others

;
some threaten to become serious

problems for tomorrow unless action against them begins today. The need of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is to act now on those mat-
ters which most urgently demand attention.

We recommend the following immediate action goals

:

Goal 1
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c emissions by 90%> “id to establish na-taonal standards to reduce vehicle exhaust emissions by 90% from 1967 levelsoug enforcement and a technological development program to provide theequipment necessary to meet the standards. (Chapter n, page 10)

Goal 2 A water quality effort by 1970 to test all existing and proposed public

S^lThTw?Ply ^
stoms

j
uld Produce meaningful public drLring waterandards which, through an enforcement program, will ensure health-approveddrinking water for 100% of the Nation’s public systems. (Chapter H, ptjge 13)

Goal 3 t0 provide
>
by 1973

>
a grant-in-aid program for

d^po?11 at <*e local level; developmental research program to inte-grate solid and liquid waste disposal and air quality control; and for the dis-posal of nuclear wastes. (Chapter n, page 14)

Goal 4
. f Population research effort to determine by 1968 the effects of population

protection gods sad prognuns as part of U» bads

Goal 5
da^sIc^fT^^n^ ? d6Vel0p ^ 1973

> throu6h research, basicdata sufficient to establish human levels of tolerance for crowding, congestion,

tTf’°
d°r

l “J?
sPec^

c human endurance data for general stressand aSent
threats, including traffic, home, and recreation accidents. (Chapter II, page 18) t
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A materials, trace metals, and chemicals control effort to establish, by 1970,

human safety levels for synthetic materials, trace metals, and chemicals cur-

rently in use, and prohibit after 1970 general use of any new synthetic material,

trace metal, or chemical until approved by the Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and "Welfare. (Chapter II, page 20)

Goal 7
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A consumer protection effort which, by 1970, will initiate a comprehensive

program for the identification of health and safety hazards associated with the

use of appliances, clothing, food, hazardous substances, and other consumer

products and for the control of such products which fail to meet consumer

protection standards established by the Department. (Chapter II, page 21)
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A radiation control effort which, by 1970, through developmental research

and enforcement, adequately protects workers and the public from harmful

radiation levels. (Chapter II, page 22)
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An occupational disease and safety protection effort to extend, by 1970,

preventive services to 100% of the employed population at its work place.

(Chapter II, page 23)
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A governmental compliance effort which, by 1969, through effective rela-

tions with local, State, and Federal governments, will ensure that criteria and

standards for physical and mental health for housing, urban development, and

transportation will be available and used by the Federal agencies administering

these programs. (Chapter II, page 25)K !
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STRATEGY

To protect man from the adverse effects of

environmental change, the Department needs to
know the problems, measure them, devise means
to solve them, and obtain compliance with reg-

ulatory standards. If this approach is to be suc-

cessful, there must be an adequate supply of
competent manpower, and a public awareness
of the dangers. All of this can be accomplished
through an Environmental Protection System.
The Task Force believes that the Department
will be able to cope with environmental health
problems of the future by implementing the
following recommendations.

We recommend that the Department

:

1. Establish a surveillance and warning pro-
gram which will, through basic research, iden-

tify current and potential problems, and deter-

mine the effect of these problems on man, thus
giving the Department the continuing supply
of scientific knowledge necessary to protect man
from environmental injury and aesthetic insult.

(Chapter HI, page 34)

2. Establish an environmental design program
which will establish criteria and dual-level

standards for individual hazards and combi-
nations of hazards under varying conditions
of geography, population, industrialization,

economics, and technology, with one level being
the minimum health level acceptable and the
other being a desirable level which can be
achieved in a specific number of years. (Chap-
ter 111, page 36)

3. Establish a technological development pro-
gram using contracts with industry in con-
junction with Departmental activities and
grants to institutions so as to bring about the
technological improvement necessary to reach
the desirable environmental quality levels.

(Chapter IT, page 37)

4. Establish an inter-governmental compliance
program using Federal functionally oriented
grants-in-aid free of formula and allocation

restrictions in conjunction with Federal tech-

nical assistance teams to obtain comprehensive
plans and action from State arid local govern-
ments consistent with national goals and objec-
tives. (Chapter HI, page 30)

If this Environmental Protection System is

to succeed, specific immediate objectives need
to be reached.

Tlie Task Force recommends

:

1. Development by 1970 of a nationwide sur-
veillance system necessary for identifying levels

of pollutants and components of pollutants in
air, water, and soil. (Chapter m, page 34)

2. Establishment by 1070 of criteria for indi-
vidual and combinations of chemicals dis-

cliarged into air, water, or soil. (Chapter HI,
page 37)

3. Require by 1960 the filing of five-year com-
prehensive environmental health plans from
State and local governments receiving funds
from the Department. (Chapter III, page 30)

4. Creation by 1968 of a permanent technical
assistance unit within the Department which
can provide multi-disciplined teams of special-
ists to be available to State and local govern-
ments at their request to aid in planning and
implementing environmental health programs.
(Chapter HI, page 39)

5. Determination by 1960 of the manpower re-

quirements necessary to adequately supply both
public and private sector needs for environ-
mental program operations beginning in 1972
and beyond, and the means of supplying such
needs. (Chapter m, page 41)

6. Establishment by 1968 of an integrated ef-
fort for health education and general education
to create a public understanding of its environ-
ment and an increased awareness of the individ-
ual and social responsibility in reference to it.

(Chapter III, page 44)



OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

The foregoing recommendations deal with

goals and strategy. In addition, however, are

the following recommendations which relate

to the goals and the protection system. Those

having the highest priority are listed here.

The Task Force recommends the Department:

1. "Urge the President to call a White House

Conference on Financing Local Government to

explore ways for cities and other units of local

government to raise adequate funds to finance

essential governmental activities on a metro-

politan and regional scale. (Preface, page

vii)

2. Urge the President to seek Congressional au-

thorization to create a Council of Ecological

Advisors to provide an overview to assessment

of activities in both the public and private

sectors affecting environmental change, and to

act in an analyzing capacity, to be in a com-

manding position to advise on critical environ-

mental risk/benefit decisions, and finally, to be

instrumental in the shaping of national policy

oh environmental management (Chapter I,

page 6)

3. Seek authority to provide air pollution pro-

gram grants only to those control agencies

which develop emergency plansthat would con-

trol combustion activities under certain air pol-

lution alert conditions. (Chapter II, page 13)

4. Accelerate within the Department of Health,

Education, andWelfare a national family plan-

ning program to disseminate family planning

information to all requesting State and local

health agencies, physicians, private associa-

tions, and individuals. (Chapter H, page 17)

5. Develop urban and rural model codes and

suggested standards for the prevention and con-

trol of various sources of noise in the environ-

ment. (Chapter II, page 19)

6. Contract with appropriate universities and/

or 'research institutions for the establishment

nnd operation of a facility for large scale, long

term, health related studies in human ecology.

(Chapter m, page 29)

7. Undertake a grants program for the estab-

lishment and support of university-based cen-

ters for ecologically-oriented environmental

health studies. (Chapter IH, page 29)

8. Create through contracts a non-profit re-

search organization using experts in a wide va-

riety of fields to respond exclusively to the De-

partment’s need for problem-solving in the

health and environmental health areas. (Chap-

ter III, page 30)

9. Establish an Office of Assistant Secretary for

Research and Devdopment so that activities

within, or supported by, the Department are

integrated into a total systems approach and

provided with overview, direction, and control.

(Chapter IXT, page 30)

10. Provide grant-in-aid or contract support

for the establishment and operation of urban

sociological health research centers in major

metropolitan areas. (Chapter ill, page 32)

11. Establish units of the Department of

Health, Education, and Wdfare in other Fed-

eral agencies to provide liaison to those agen-

cies nnrl an assessment of the effects of their

programs on man’s environmental health and

welfare. (Chapterm, page 40)

,12. Provide fellowships for in-service training

and continued education for Departmental per-

sonnd in the environmental health fidd. (Chap-

ter IH, page 42)

13. Promote the establishment of programs and

curricula in clinical and human ecology

through grants to the Nation’s professional

schools, such as schools of medicine, law, pub-

lic health, and public administration. (Chapter

III, page 43)

14. Provide fellowships for State and local per-

sonnel to permit them to continue tlieir educa-

tion in environmental health fields. (Chapter

III, page 43)

XIX
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ATTHE TWO-THIRDS POINT of the 20th

Century; man has discovered that he cannot

act toward his surroundings with the abandon

of a cayeman. For countless thousands of years,

man has treated this planet as a dumping
ground, boundless in its ability to absorb

insults.

But now; the factory smokestack and the

[automobile tailpipe, symbols of industrializa-

tion oSd exploding population, combine to foul

airlandj
and ijater, and to change in both ob-

vious and subtle ways the quality of life.

4 For generations yre assumed Nature had the

lability to absorb an increasing number and va-

riety of environmental insults. And for a while

ifi did. IJoy nature has rebelled. The lashback

loday threatens metropolis, town, and vil-

lage, andjjto a growing degree open country-

side as yral]. Sadly deficient in precise knowl-

edge of the growing and changing array of

hazards in our environment, we know enough

?o realize that we must mend our ways.

J'
r\:'

e cannot keep adding more wastes in the

r Z i
'

yo cannot turn more rivers and streams into

open sewers, and lakes into cesspools.

cannot befoul the land with the discards

of abundance.

In short, we cannot engage in biological and
chemical warfare against ourselves. Our health

and well-being—and those of future genera-

tions—are at stake.

Man lives in delicate equilibrium with the

biosphere—on the precious Earth-crust, using

and re-using the waters, drawing breath from
the shallow sea of air. While these con cleanse

themselves, they can do so only to a finite point.

That point is being readied and passed in many
places in tbe United States. It is not only neces-

sary that we take preventive action, it is also

urgent that we take steps to restore the quality

of our environment.

The public will have to understand the limi-

tations of Nature. Understanding begins if we
think of the Earth as somewhat like a sub-

marine or a space capsule. Air and water sup-

plies in all three places, are limited. Some of us

understand what is required to survive and
work effectively in hostile cosmic regions or

deep in the sea. All of us must understand what
is required to live in the finite capsule of air,

water, and land that is our own environment.

Present Situation

This Chapter outlines the background against

which the Task Force recommendations were

made. The Task Force has examined the history

IS;#-*



of environmental health problems and has
scanned the broadest possible variety of these
hazards to Americans.

_

It has reviewed the current condition of man’s
living space. When viewed in its fullest context,
the rapid deterioration of finite amounts of
water, air, and soil makes it clear that present
trends cannot be permitted to continue. In fact,

they must be reversed.

Not only should the rate and direction of en-
vironmental pollution be changed, the citizenry

also needs protection from a conglomerate total
of environmental health threats—not only air

and water pollutants, but also combinations of
these, plus noise and crowding, safety hazards,
and other factors.

An individually-acceptable amount of water
pollution, added to a tolerable amount of air

pollution, added to a bearable amount of noise
and congestion can produce a totally unaccept-
able health environment.

It is entirely possible that the biological ef-

fects of these environmental hazards, some of
which resell man slowly and silently over dec-
ades or generations, will first begin to reveal
themselves only after their impact lias become
irreversible.

Thus, one paramount conclusion resulted
fromthemany diverse lines of inquiry which the
Task Force pursued : An effectively coordinated
environmental health protection system is man-
datory, one predicated on the basic premise that
the environment affects man’s mental as well as
his physical health and welfare. Any approach
toward environmental health protection which
is limited to concern for less than the total range
of hazards that do or may exist in man’s en-
vironment must be viewed by the Department
as inadequate.

The problems arising from our productivity
and growth are truly unprecedented. No other
nation has produced so many things for so many
people.

The history of our exploitation of the envi-

ronment since early last century reveals many

examples of misuse and abuse and unsuccessful
attempts to control the environment. From an
agrarian economy concentrated along the East
Coast, the country grew into the breadbasket of
the world; from a handful of mills along tum-
bling New England rivers sprang an industrial
giant that has no equal in all the world. To
serve this industrial revolution came the skilled
and unskilled from far and near to cluster into
the growing cities. Through the wonders of re-
search and the marvel of mass production came
new products and new processes—all adding up
to a higher standard of living than the world
has ever known.
Today’s world is profoundly different from

that of oven a few decades ago. But progress has
been purchased at a price : a million traffic fatal-
ities since World War II

; cities bathed in a sea
of pollution

; lives stressedby noise, squalor, and
crowding.

Our mode of living requires that we travel, so
we accept the risk of being maimed or killed on
the highway or on city streets. Some 50,000 die
each year from traffic accidents. However, the
driver or the pedestrian has some cdntrol over
his safety. He can readily appreciate the acute
nature of the danger to his life and limb. But
many environmental hazards are more subtle
and are beyond an individual’s perception and
control.

h either the growth of metropolitan popula-
tions nor their accelerating dependence on fossil

fuels for energy and motor vehicles for trans-
portation serve to explain fully why many cities

have reached or are approaching a crisis in air
pollution.

To understand the situation we need to look
at the dynamics of free air.

It might at first seem that there is enough air
to absorb whatever insults man might hurl at it.

However, when pollutants are released to the
atmosphere, the degree of mixing is confined to
the lowest levels of the air mantle. Luckily this

air, especially in the United States, is usually in
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„; motion. Considerwhat happens when pollutants

are released.

Under normal conditions, the atmosphere has

alarge capacity to cleanse itself. Nuclear testing

Tina given us knowledge of the global transport

ofW masses. Radioactivity from atomic bomb

jests intheLob Nor desert of Sinkiang Province

4ni China can be detected in the United States

’because the airmass circulates around the planet

ina matter of weeks.

When the grinds stop blowing, local pollution

hazards can increase. Technically, one talks of

an atmospheric stasis which means a calm con-

dition or dead air. Given a prolonged stasis, the

pollutants concentrate in the lowest levels of air

and. then trouble begins. This is most common
during the foil arid winter when there is less

.sunlight. Then the ceiling tends to dip closer

to the 'ground so. that under conditions of a

temperature inversionthe mixing air is confined

to alayer approximately 2500 to 1500 feet above

<?% streets and factories.

Future in Doubt

It is difficult to predict future levels of sul-

furous fiir pollution from the burning of fossil

fuels, because suck a prediction must be predi-

cated .on assumptions about trends in fuel use

and. advances in pollution control technology.
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mat reliance will have to be placed on coal.

According to one authoritative estimate, con-

tinuation of present control practices would
See a 100 percent rise in sulfur levels by 1080

aS a result of increased consumption of sulfur-

bearing coal and oil, that is from a present level

f.nf 24 millioni tons per year to 48 million tons

annually. If even the most rigorous control
V technology were developed and applied, sulfur

emissions by 1980 would reach an estimated 32
million

, tons per year. Electric power plants,

which account for about half of the sulfur dis-

charged to the air os a result of fuel burning,

Tjrill continue to be a major source of sulfurous

pollution long after nuclear energy becomes a
mainstay source of electric power, simply be-

cause somany coal and oil burningpower plants
will be built in the next 25 years to supply ris-

ing demands for electricity.

Without nuclear power and without controls,

the year 2000 would look very black from a pol-
lution standpoint. Then the sulfur dioxide pol-
lution would amount to 75 million tons from
power-plants alone (annually). Long before
that time, without benefit of controls and nu-
clear power, Americans would have to restrict

their use of electricity or pay very much more
for the kilowatt because of the scarcity of cheap
low-sulfur coal and oil.

Efforts to bring on end to environmental haz-
ards often have proceeded without adequate at-

tention to their effect. For example, the devel-
opment of efficient braking systems for motor
vehicles—surely a life-saving technological

achievement—has led to increased exposure of
the public to asbestos particles produced by the
gradual wearing of brake linings. There is

scientific basis for concern that these particles

may promote lung cancer over long periods of
time.

Similarly, the charige from hard to soft de-
tergents, a move aimed at reducing a serious

water pollution problem, led to the introduc-
tion into the environment of a new compound
which is believed to be killing large numbers of
fish by attacking their eggs.

In essence, then, the changes that have oc-

curred in this country as part of its transition

from a small agrarian nation to an urbanized,

industrialized world powerhave given rise to en-

vironmental problems which we understand but
little. This limited understanding has caused a
failure of our society to recognize the full im-
pact of environmental hazards on human health

and welfare, and it lias led to sporadic, frag-

mentary efforts to meet some of the most
flagrant of environmental problems.

We stand at a point in history when our ca-

pacity to enhance or degrade the environment
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is literally beyond reckoning, but we do not

now fully understand how to use this capacity

for the benefit, rather than the harm, of our

and future generations.

Not only have we overwhelmed many of na-

ture’s processes for environmental stability, we

have misused, without knowing it, biological

processes upon which the preservation of life

depends. By allowing tiny amounts of pesti-

cides to enter our waters, we have set in motion

processes that can lead to the destruction of

birds that feed on fish, that feed on plants, that

draw the pesticide from the water. Our igno-

rance of the consequences of our deeds may be

innocent, but it is ignorance we can no longer

tolerate.

Nor are the effects of environmental change

manifested solely in threats to man’s physical

well-being. The 'pressures of our industrial cul-

ture must certainly produce threats to social

and psychological welfare. Less difficult to

measure, perhaps, these psycho-social effects of

environmental hazards are nonethdess cause for
'

concern in a Nation where mental and social

ills are recognized as major problems. Are they

not to a significant degree major environmental

problems! It seems certain that they are.

Additional Evidence

Man’s affluence has its source in the extrac-

tion and exploitation of natural resources. But
the use of these resources has resulted in an

environment abused. 'Strip mining has left

ulcers on the land. Our forests have been emp-
tied of their timber. Dust storms of the thirties

recall the price of land neglect. Chemical agri-

culture has laid down a barrage of deadly

insecticides, fungicides, and herbicides to kill

off plant pests and diseases; but the residues

infiltrate the food chain. Banks of rivers are

littered with the accumulated debris of fish kills

due to these water-borne residues.

In a recent report dealing with the increasing
pollution of the air, water, and land, the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences National Research
Council stated: “Pollution is on undesirable

change in the physical, chemical, or biological

characteristics of our air, land, and water that

may or will harmfully affect human life or that

of other desirable species, our industrial proc-

esses, living conditions and cultural assets; or
that may or will waste or deteriorate our raw
material resources . . ; Pollution increases not
only because os people multiply, the space avail-

able to each person becomes smaller, but also

because the demands per person are continually

increasing, so that each throws away more year
by year. As the earth becomes more crowded,

there is no longer an ‘away.’ One person’s trash

basket is another’s living space.”

The trends of population expansion and ur-

banization will continue to funnel increasing

loads of pollutants into the environment and
will place increasing strains on both health and
environment-protection -resources.

In 1900, the population pf the United States

was seventy-six million, and—though our cities

were steadily growing at that time—urbaniza-

tion was still a trend of the future. Our popula-

tion today approaches 200 million and may
reach285 million by 1980. Already, nearly three

quarters of thisNation’s inhabitants are densely

packed into 200 urban centers. Demographers
estimate that before the next turn of the cen-

tury, “super-cities” will stretch from Boston to

Washington, Buffalo to Milwaukee, San Fran-
cisco to San Diego. The problems of these huge
urbanized land masses will be vastly greater

than those of the present cities.

The impact ofpopulation growth, technology,
and urbanization on man’s environment is ac-

celerating. There is no sign of any stability or

plateauing in man’s collision with his environ-

ment. As people crowd more densdy together,

the environment changes with increasing ef-

fect—often unpredictably, and what is most

serious of all, possibly irreversibly.

4
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Inadequate Effort

The United States needs to take stock of its

environmental condition and to recognize the

urgency of the situation.

Americans make more things than other

people, and theymake far more than half of the

world’s trash. This year’s rubbish would fill 36

linwt ofbox cars stretching from coast to coast.

Ours is a mobile society. Think, for example,

abputlhe advances made in locomotion. Before

the beginning of the 20th Century, an ambling

railroad train provided man’s fastest regular

means of transportation. The Wright brothers’

flight ihH.&03 was shorter thanthe distance from

jring tip: to vying tip of today’s jet transports.

This year Americans will fly a total of 70 billion

passenger-miles in commercial airliners at

speed8'
cup to 650 miles per hour. We are now

plannii to. fly the Supersonic Transport

(gST) nearly .three times that fast.

This year, the 90,000,000 motor vehicles in

usewillbum an estimated 60,000,000,000 gallons

oi soling or about 700 gallons for the typical

automobile. This means that each automobile

in the country will discharge in a single year

over 1,600 pounds of carbon monoxide, 230

pounds of hydrocarbons, and 77 pounds of

oxides of nitrogen.

Even though the potential deleterious effects

of radiatibn have been known for several dec-

ades, recent incidents concerning uranium

miners indicate the general gaps in our under-

standing of the need to control radiation haz-

ards in the environment. At the present time

m^ny 'uranium miners in the United States are

bong exposed to excessive amounts of radio-

active gases. These gases decay into radio-

active daughter products and by attaching to

particulate matter in the air, enter the miners’

lungs. Such exposure has produced a marked in-

crease in the incidence of lung cancer among
uranium miners. With this situation existing

for many years, the Federal Badiation Council

has nevertheless failed to come forth with stand-

ards for the occupational exposure of uranium

miners. Approximately 10,000 miners have been

employed for some period in underground ura-

nium mines prior to January 1, 1967. Ur. Leo
Gehrig, Deputy Surgeon General of the Public

Health Service, estimates that 529 of these min-

ers will die of lung cancer. Now we realize, too

late, that over a thousand such miners in the

United States have been exposed to cancer-pro-

ducing radiations which may be expected to

reduce their life expectancy by several years.

Infectious hepatitis appears to be directly re-

lated to contaminated drinking water, but very

little is known about how the disease-causing

agent gets in the water or how it can be taken

out.

Traces of cobalt were used in beer manufac-

turing for foam control, and when the side

effects of cobalt were fully examined, the prac-

ticewas rapidly stopped. Butno oneknowswhat
the total effect of that foamy-cobaltinterlude on
the public willbe.

The Food and Drug Administration has esti-

mated that the American people are being ex-

posed to some 500,000 different substances,

many of them over very long periods of time.

Yet fewer than ten percent of these substances

have been catalogued in a manner that might
provide the basis for determining their effects

on man and his environment. Again, our igno-

rance of potential hazards is perilously great.

Too Little Known

Too often, the undramatic nature of an evolv-

ing health hazard has kept it off page one and

out of news broadcasts.

Public information usually focuses on dra-

matic disclosures or on pollution episodes where

an acute health hazard results. For this reason,

most people have some knowledge of smog, fall-

out, fish-kills, and drug abuse.

Modem technology brings man into contact

with a vast array of substances and processes

new to the human race which have the potential

ofcausing new health problems.
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Man is not defenseless against the onslaught

of modem technolog}'. Knowledge gained

through research—and applied—can enablehim
to deal with the great majority of environmen-

tal hazards. But he is still n long way from

adequate understanding of the intricate web of

life which links plants, animals, and man.

Health experts have repeatedly pointed out

that grave, delayed physical manifestations can

result from repeated exposure to concentrations

of environmental pollutants so small that they

do not make one ill enough to send him to the

doctor. Environmental pollutants can have cu-

mulative effects, especiallybecause they accumu-

late in certain tissues and organs.

These effects can take delayed forms such as

cancers, emphysema, and reduced life span, and

they can even extend to following generations.

In other words, the most serious effects of pollu-

tion may be those whose effects are delayed and

subtle—those which we do not fully appreciate

or take steps to prevent.

We have learned how to enclose a hundred

men in a metal capsule and keep them healthy

for prolonged periods of time below the surface

of the ocean. In these nuclear submarines men
live only a few feet from a nuclear power plant.

They live in a closed system which is carefully

organized and monitored to provide a com-

patible environment. Even more stringent life-

support systems are required for manned space-

craft.

People on Earth must begin to think of their

planetary home as a closed system—as a kind of

huge spacecraft, which, in fact, it is.

The thrust of the Task Force’s Beport is that

we must begin to manage all aspects of the en-

vironment so as to ensure the physical and men-
tal well-being of the American people.

Overview Essential

Since the environment and man’s relationship

to it are so complex no simple solution or simple

approach can be sketched out which will allow

the Federal Government to correct overnight
centuries of misuse.

The tools available to the Nation to do the job
are insufficient. Jurisdictional disagreements
among those responsible for environmental pro-

tection create problems and too often inaction.

Nowhere is there the capability of making the

enlightened assessments of policy affecting the

environment as there are assessments of policy

;
affecting the economy.

Yet one is no less important than the other.

A weak economy means human distress. A dis-

eased environment also means human distress.

The Task Force recommends that the Secre-

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare, as a
major step toward meeting the challenge of en-

vironmental protection, urge the President to

seek Congressional authorization to estab-

lish a Council of Ecological Advisors to pro-

vide an overview, to assess activities in both
the public and private sectors affecting en-

vironmental change, and to act in an analyz-

ing capacity; to be in a commanding position

to advise on critical environmental risk-

benefit decisions; and finally, to be instru-

mental in the shaping of national policy on
environmental management.
Even the abbreviated effort which the Task

Force has made to examine the nature and ex-

tent of the Nation’s environmental problem
leaves no doubt that there must be a radical in-

crease in the national commitment to protec-

tion of man’s health and welfare from threats

—

present and future—in the world about him.

The recommendation above is but one of many
presented in this report. To all of them the Task
Force assigns the highest order of importance.

The practice of medicine is becoming more
and more imbued with the concept of treating

the whole man, not merely a collection of his

symptoms. This same concept is urgently

needed in our efforts to deal with problems of

environmental health.

6
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his total environment, to the cumulative effects

of a.growing number of environmental hazards

pn a receptor—man—who can respond to them

in an incredibly complex manner. It is not suffi-
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heoltli, his productivity, and his ability to en-

joy the fruits of our culture.

This reorientation cannot be accomplished in

a day, perhaps not in a year. But it can begin

immediately. Wbat follows in the next Chapter

is a statement of Action Goals for the Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, goals

which the Task Force feels can and must be met
promptly if this Nation is to begin the march
toward a program of environmental protection

consistent with our capabilities, needs, and as-

pirations.
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tBYEBYDAT millions of Americans find life

around them^in some way unpleasant. For a
growinghuunber, concern about air pollution

and dirty prater feeds an emerging awareness
f man’s own band is spoiling his natural

habitat.

tfhether directed at air or water pollution, a
new form of pollution such as noise, crowding,

or-ihe hannful effects of trace metals, whether
seen its, a health threat or an aesthetic insult,

th^cotfcemis^at something be done now.

csal andmentayiealth of people, their welfare,

andtheir aesthetic values, didnot emerge simul-
f taneoBsly os one. They emerged here and there

Wltbl nO 'Seeming interrelationship, growing at

fftw? and creating different degrees of
lc concern, each in its own right. Each then

wusrolely considered andseparately attacked.

Today we realize, as the environmental prob-
lems multiply and become more critical, that
thescproblems must be dealt with as one.

Goals must be set for the solution of inter-

related environmental problems.

Fust, there must be an overall health goal
for the. Department of Health, Education, and
^elfaro, Second, this primary goal must be
ridated to a policy commitment toward elimina-
tion bf e gronmentid contamination. Third,
there mustbe program goals for the reduction

of specific contaminants. The most important
goals are those which, if achieved, will reduce
or eliminate these problems.

To provide for the optimum health of the
American people is a primary goal of the De-
partment. To achieve this goal, the Department
must cope with threats to human life that grow
out of a deteriorating environment.

To cope with such threats, the Department
must establish clear, achievable goals and a
strategy for their attainment

Having set goals, it may then measure prog-
ress in meeting them. The Department must de-

fine its role, enunciate it, and act upon it.

Because the Department’s most important
concern is people, it must constantly seek to pro-
tect the people from the effects of technological

changes which could do them harm.
The TaskForce believes that in restoring the

quality of the environment and protecting it

against further assaults, the Department must
concern itself with aesthetics as well as physical
and mental health, because it believes there is

an inseparable relationship among health, wel-
fare, and beauty.

The Department must direct its energies to-

ward developing an efficient means of control-

ling environmental problems. The emphasis
should be on prevention. Eliminating health
hazards entirely may be costly and unneces-
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snry, if they can be reduced to a level at -which

they no longer threaten health or offend the

senses.

The Task Force recommends that the Depart-
ment’s purpose for environmental concern be

to ensure that every American can thrive in an
attractive, comfortable, convenient, and healthy
environment by controlling pollution at its

source, reducing hazards, converting waste to

use, and improving the aesthetic value of man’s
surroundings.

This purpose provides direction, but not ac-

tion. It states policy, but it does not define ob-

jective accomplishments. To be meaningful, the

purpose must be supported by Action Goals
which set out what must be done, how it is to

be done, and when it is to be done.

Currently, Departmental goals spring from
the operating environmental health programs
themselves, and range from the extreme of
complete absence of specific objectives to over-

complicated specific objectives. These objectives

have too little relationship to one another and
are too numerous to guide an onslaught against

the totality of environmental threats. They are

a collection of conflicting bits and pieces of
policy.

The goals set by the Secretary must be based
on information supplied by the operating agen-
cies, but this fact should not inhibit the Secre-

tary from deciding the composition and priority

ofgoals.

The Task Force was often advised by en-

vironmental health technicians during its study
that goals must be set at the lowest policy level.

But the condition of the environment and the

difficulty the Department has in defining its

role in correcting this condition are strong evi-

dence that goals should come from the highest

policy level. The Secretary himself must set

priorities and make decisions on the allocation

of resources to achieve the Administration’s

goals in environmental health. He alone has

that responsibility.

The Task Force considered the advisability

of setting a series of individual long-term goals,

but this idea was rejected because changing con-

ditions will limit goals aimed years ahead, per-

haps before it is even known whether such goals
are achievable.

However, oven if the goals recommended by
the Task Force should become outdated before
they can be achieved because of the development
of new information and new techniques, we be-

lieve that a start must be made based upon the

best information and techniques available

today.

In the Goals recommended here, consideration

also was given to the problems which exist now
or will exist if no action is taken. Air pollution

is a problem today. Something must be done
today. Noise will be a problem tomorrow again
unless something is done today.

In each instance, the Task Force has at-

tempted to tailor its recommendations to fit ex-

isting statutory authority and to keep costs to

a minimum.
In. considering some hundreds of goals for

environmental quality, the Task Force selected

ten which,should be assigned the highest prior-

ity by the Department. The Task Force believes

these Goals present the greatest urgency, offer

the greatest opportunity for accomplishment,
require the least change by the Department in
its manner of operation, and fall within thelim-
its of financial resources which could be avail-

able to the Department.

i - b ,
1 *

Air Quality Restoration Goaf

Tiie problem of air pollution is justifiably the

public’s principal present environmental con-

cern. Not only is air pollution clearly out of

hand in all the Nation’s metropolitan areas,, it

is also an increasingly serious problem in thou-

sands of smaller communities and in rural

areas. Moreover, the public has come to recog-

nize that polluted air is much more than an
annoyance. Scientific evidence linking air pol-

lution 'with major respiratory diseases and with
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the authority to institute air pollution abate-
ment action in interstate areas when he has
reason to believe that the public health or wel-
fare is endangered. The Task Force urges that
the Secretary make effective use of this au-
thority to require that abatement plans be de-
veloped in 75 interstate areas now believed to
be experiencing significant air pollution prob-
lems^ (appendix IV—A). In many of these areas,
precise information on air pollution sources and
on levels of pollution in the air is lacking. The
Department should see that such information
is developed, either through direct Federal ef-

fort or in conjunction with the efforts of air

pollution control agencies in the areas involved.
In this connection, the Task Force recognizes

that the abatement plans called for by the rec-

ommendation need not be developed by the De-
partment; there is no sound reason why such
plans could not be developed and implemented
entirely through State and local action, in line

with Federal criteria and standards.

extensile: economic losses is now widely under-

stood and accepted by the public.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends
that theTepartment undertake an effort to

initiate by 1970 in 75 interstate areas abate-

meat plans to reduce plant stack emissions

by 90%, and to establish national standards
to, reduce vehicle, exhaust emissions by

9^% from 1967 levels through enforce-

ment and a technological development pro-

gram tjp proyide the equipment necessary to

meet tie standards.

The Task Force feels strongly that the De-
partment’s response to. the air pollution prob-
lem |a; (inadequate, and that the Department
must make vastly greater use of the authority

it snppr has to bring about a restoration of air

qUlaity.

The powers granted the Secretary under the
Qlban Air Act and amendments to it are suf-

ficient to. permit a. necessary acceleration and
“PSBsipnof the Department’s activities to con-
trol air pollution. The Secretary already has
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It is clear, however, that plans for abatement

of air pollution, whether Federally developed

or not, must strive for the full use of available

means for reducing major air contaminants dis-

charged from stationary sources of pollution,

specifically including particulate matter, oxides

of sulfur, hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen.

Each plan will determine the extent to which

various stationary sources will reduce emis-

sions to achieve the 90% total reduction.

The technological means of achieving a 90%
reduction in each of these classes of pollutants

are not equally well developed. However, the

Task Force feds that sufficient technical knowl-

edge now exists to set and strive to achieve the

recommended goal. Additional emphasis should

be placed by the Department on support and
encouragement of developmental research to

bring needed progress in control technology for

those pollutants, especially oxides of nitrogen,

for which control measures are lacking.

The portion of the recommendation that deals

with vehicle emissions also is ambitious but

achievable. The Department has already issued

regulations limiting the discharge of hydro-

carbons and carbon monoxide from new 1968

vehicles (passenger cars and light trucks). The
automotive industry has devdoped the means

of meeting these Federal standards. In its meet-

ings with air pollution and automotive indus-

try offidals, the Task Force was given no reason

to doubt the need for higherstandards of control

nor the possibility of achieving them in the very

near future.

Industry’s ability to meet the Task Force’s

recommendation will mean that by the year

2000, allowing for a great increase in the num-
ber and use of motor vdiicles, the average levd

of automotive emissions will be substantially

lowerthan itwas in the year 1950.

The Task Force still urges the Department to

encourage and support research on alternatives

to gasoline as a source of power for motor vehi-

cles, even though alternatives may not be neces-

sary for decades. At the same time, the Depart-

ment must intensively investigate the environ

mental effects of possible alternatives, such a

electric-powered vehicles.

The thrust of the Task Force’s air qualit

restoration recommendation lies in two critics

directions: First, it aims at taking full advan

tage of opportunities that now exist to brin

about a reduction in air pollution levd

throughout the country, most especially in thos

interstate areas where theproblem ismost acute

second, the recommendation aims at gainin

sufficient time to carry out the needed basic an

developmental research that will be required t

meet the air pollution problems of the fiiturc

whichmay well be radically different from thos

of today inboth scope and character.

An undertaking os broad as that propose

con be guided by the Department, but nc

achieved by it alone. The Department will hav

to encourage greater effort on the part of indus

try and State and local agencies of government

Both of these issues are discussed dsewhere 1

this Report. It is appropriate to include at thi

point, however, a recommendation concemin.
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__ governmental action pertaining spe-

cifically to the airpollutionproblem.

jtw Task Force recommends that the De-

triment seek authority to provide air pollu-

jfofrjjrogram grants only to those control

agincl&^hffli develop emergency plans that

paid control combustion activities under

certain& pollution alert conditions.

(There canbe no question that the public must

haypimmediate protection when adverse mete-

orological conditions or other factors threaten

qzl air pollution disaster. Prevention or mitiga-

tion ofThich disasters requires only the exercise

ofvrifii recognized police powers. The Depart-

ment, by adopting the recommendation, could

Seeiihat these^powers are employed to protect

fke people from needless repetition of the air

pollutiontragedies ofthe past.

Wofei; Quality Goal

jffiiffy million Americans drink water that

doesfoot meet Public Health Service drinking

wafe^sfahdords. Another 45,000,000 Americans
flndi? water, that has not been tested by the

PuBlhvHealtmService. Alarming as this situa-

tion sounds, it could easily be either more—or

less—ominousj since the Task Force is not satis-

fied that the present Public Health Service

standards for drinking water adequately reflect

th^jiealth needs,of the people.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends
!|at tht.Department undertake an effort by
I970 fo teat all existing and proposed public
drinking water supply systems and produce
meaningful public drinking water standards
Which, through an enforcement program,
will ensure health-approved drinking water
foiy 100% of the Nation's public systems.

yfater-bome disease in the United States is

apparently controlled and declining. However,
reporting of information on illness associated

wfth. drinking water is grossly inadequate.
Moreover, there is virtually no information
available or being systematically sought on the
health implications of trace substances in drink-

ate*

ing water which may produce disease only after

a very long period of time.

Present Federal authority to inspect and
certify drinking water supplies and systems is

severely limited. The Public Health Service is

responsible for testingand certifying water sup-
plies usedby interstate carriers andby shipsand
aircraft that touch the United States (Appen-
dix TV B). Bising air, rail, and bus traffic in
recent years has made it necessary for the Pub-
lic Health Service to assume regulatory juris-

diction over an increasing number of
.
water

supplies, now estimated to serve some 80,000,000

people. However, these systems are inspected

an average of only once in three years, and about
one-fifth of them now enjoy only provisional

approval from the Public Health Service. If
the experience of this Public Health Service

program is indicative of the drinking water
qualify of the entire Nation, then about 6,000

of the 19,000 public drinking water systems of
the United States are not able to meet Federal
standards for the qualify of drinking water.
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Hie transfer of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration to the Department of
the Interior left the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare with the responsibility

for the health aspects of water pollution and
water pollution abatement. Thus, the Depart-
ment has a major legal responsibility for the
safety of the water that Americans drink. The
Task Force finds, unfortunately, that the people
can and should have serious concern about the
current ability of their Federal government to
determine whether water is safe to drink, and if

it is unsafe, to do anything about it-

The Task Force feels that the Department
will have to undertake a fundamentally new
and enlarged approach to protection of the
public from environmental health hazards ac-

tually or potentially present in drinking water
supplies. To begin with, present standards for
water quality should be thoroughly reviewed to

determine their appropriateness in the protec-
tion of health. Secondly, the Department
should undertake the testing of all public water
supplies to determine whether they meet Fed-
eral standards. Finally, the Department should
make certain that any public water supply that
fails to meet Federal standards is promptly
brought up to those standards.

The TaskForce suggests that the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare develop a
grant-in-aid program to States and local gov-
ernments to plan, build, or improve regional
water supply systems, provided the recipient is

willing to meet minimum Federal standards. It
is estimated that a 5 year, $500 million Federal
program would enable all of the 6,000 deficient
municipal water supplies to meet minimum Fed-
eral standards.

The Department of Agriculture, through its

Farmers Home Administration, and the De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development,
through itsland and Facilities Administration,
arehelping upgrade water supply facilities with
their loan programs to municipalities.

These loan programs to rural communities

1 for water systems began in 1061. Since then,
Farmers Home lias brought good water to

1,100,000 people in 1,588 rural communities at an
investment of $240 million in loans. This agency
estimates, however, there are at least 30,000
rural communities without water systems or
with inadequate facilities that still need help.

And, even though the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development is authorized to

make public facilities loans to communities for
water systems, only a small number of loans
for all water systems have been made since 1956
because of a shortage of loan funds.

The Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment is also authorized to make grants to

communities to build water and water-related

systems. Some 143 communities received such
grants in 1967. But twenty applications were
received for every grant awarded. Because of
budgetary limitations, no grant larger than
$1.5 million was made. All of these programs
should be carried out in cooperation with the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
from the standpoint of assuring that adequate
health standards are met.

Waste Disposal Goal

The Task Force saw, again and again, that
our Nation’s burgeoning population and ever-
increasing productivity have generated a rising
tide of discarded organic and inorganic mate-
rials. This refuse is creating a huge and, as yet,

unsolved problem of waste disposal.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends an
effort to provide by 1973 a grant-in-aid pro-
gram for solid waste disposal at the local
level

; a developmental research program to
integrate solid and liquid waste disposal and
air quality control; and for the disposal of
nuclear wastes.

The President’s Science Advisory Committee
in its report “Restoring the Quality of Our En-
vironment” and the National Academy of Sci-
ences in its more recent report, “Waste Manage-
ment and Control,” have called for a new and
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redoubled effort to find better methods of allevi-

atlng the national waste crisis. A steadily

mounting burden of waste, handled in ways that

endanger the public health and welfare and
bffencLits. aesthetic senses through environmen-

tal deterioration and excessive economic penal*

tieSj CEin ho longer bo accepted.

{The Increase of refuse generated by each per*

son everyday is accelerated with the appearance

pf,everynew product and process. Every urban

reJ^bibtiitioii effort, every expressway excava*

fciohi and every 'suburban housing development

create^new mountains of material to be disposed

pfhyancienfcand inefficientmethods.

Jfbfc only is refuse increasing in volume, its

characteristics are: also changing. The problem
yesterday was principally garbage and ashes.

To^iy^ifu^iish includes everything from dead
Oifiindfeiindustriol waste, demolition refuse, old

applTont^ap construction refuse, and non-return

-

Uble pontainers to hazardous and special wastes

such.as ^hbse from hospitals or nuclear power

la [m'ost large metropolitan areas, the refuse

disposal' problem has reached such proportions

that available landfill areas are all but ex-

hatifeted. fFlie skies over bustling dumps are

d?nly filled with black clouds from the open
burning pyres—emissions that irritate the eyes,

idoinagedhe lungs, and despoil the landscape.

And. the roblem will unquestionably get

worse, The 165 million tons of solid waste

over tbe^ationjg landscape in,1966 will increase

t656&.miMion foils injittle more than a decade.

v^hjOjwasteS'Vhich.heretofore have largdy been
afni^degradiible organic nature are now mainly
(po percent) non-degradable inorganic mate-
rialsThe^l mil lion. automobUes scrapped in 1965
^villdouble andperhaps triple before the turn of

^the'caulury.:

Th| Task Force envisions research into new
qYfaines' for wade recycling and disposal, and
iinproying^existing technology for the proven*
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tion and control of pollution associated with
waste disposal.

Basic in this respect is the desire of the Task
Force to see Federal stimulation and leadership

in the development of a total systems approach
to improved methods of re-use or integrated

disposal of solid, liquid, and gaseous wastes.

Because some technological innovations are al-

ready in the pilot stage, and even in limited use

in certain segments of industry and govern-

ment, the Department’s research capability

should concentrate on providing the resources

necessary to evaluate the health implications

of this emerging technology and the potential

for improved health.

Increased Departmental funding should be

used to concentrate on establishing guidelines

of good practice and technical criteria for pres-

ently acceptable waste disposal methods. Fur-
ther, the Department should address itself to

the development of standards of solid waste
disposal to guide decision-making at all govern-

mental levels.

The Task Force, in recommending this Goal,

secs the need for:

basic research into the health effects of

waste and waste disposal techniques,
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the study of wastes as an element of dis-

ruption in the ecology of natural systems,

a stepped-up research effort to secure

breakthroughs in the re-use and disposal of

solid, liquid, and gaseous wastes,

a greater public awareness of its role and

responsibility in curbing waste,

a grant-in-aid program to assist State and

local governments and private industry in es-

tablishing and maintaining adequate waste dis-

posal systems,

achievement of reduced levels of waste

through improved packaging methods.

Population Research Goal

"Virtually every assessment of environmental

problems attributes them, in substantial meas-

ure, to the combined effects of increasing popu-

lation (particularly urban population) and in-

dustrialization. Yet, the Task Force has found

very little attention paid by environmental-

ists to the effect of population growth and

pressure on the planning and conduct of

environmental protection programs. This lack

of attention to a major and dominating element

in environmental protection efforts must be cor-

rected, and the Department is obliged, to take

the lead in correcting a situation which seri-

ously jeopardizes any attempt at improving

environmental quality.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends an

effort to determine by 1968 the effects of

population trends on environmental protec-

tion goals and programs as part of the basis

for setting Departmental objectives with re-

spect to family planning and population

dynamics.

Resources for the Future, Inc. has estimated

that $76.2 billion was spent for construction in

1960 and that $120.3 billion will have to be spent

in 1970 to accommodate population growth. The

necessary construction required for 1980 will

cost $233.6 billion, andby theyear 2000, it ispro-

jected at $348.4 billion.

By the year 2000, the Ration’s expenditures

for schools, hospitals, highways, and public util-

ities will be three times what they are today.

If the public finds present traffic jams alarm-

ing, consider the future : In the year 2000, it is

predicted that there will be 207 million persons

20 years old or older, and possibly 244 million

vehicles, compared with about 90 million today

By 2000, Americans will consume 33.7 million

tons of canned foods and beverages, compared

to only 16.7 million tons in 1960. If most oi

these containers are not reprocessed, we wil

grow short of resources to produce then

while being buried under monumental pile:

of trash.

By the year 2000, some 476 million tons o:

paper and paper board will be used annuallj

for packaging if present trends continue. Then

will also be 3.2 billion pounds of rigid or moldec

plastics used in packaging, materials that ar

muchmore difficult to dispose of than paper.

By 1980, to keep up with today’s ratios o

people to public space, we will need 49 millioi

acres of national parks, monuments, and recre

ation areas, instead of our present 26 millior

considered by many as very inadequate. Alst

to keep pace, we will require 67 million acres o

national forests, and 28 million acres of Stat

parks.

The Task Force, particularly in its respons:

bility for looking as far ahead as possible, car

not help but reiterate: The more people thei

are, the more critical environmental healt

problems are likely to become.

There is a tendency to see population prol

lpms merely in terms of over-populatio:

So for os the United States is concerned, tl

Task Force found no reason to suggest that tl

country is over-populated at present, althoug

this must be recognized as a potentially critic

problem for the future.

For the present, population problems in tl

United States are more basically a functic

of over-crowding. As tens of millions of peop

are added to urban, areas, the pressure of po

fr 16
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virtually no effort is being made to explore
ways of preventing the startling growth font

has been predicted for them in the coming gen*
eration.

In the view of the Task Force, the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare will

have to spearhead a research effort aimed at de-

termining and perfecting measures to shift the
focus of future population growth away from
already crowded urban areas to parts of
the country that are not now burdened by too
many people. Unless such an effort is success-

fully launched, the environmental protection

efforts planned today will be reduced literally

to nothing by the sheer increase of people and
their correspondingly increased demand for

goods, services, and facilities.

In a sense, however, any effort to relieve pop-
ulation pressure by spreading the population
more evenly over the land is only a temporary
means of dealing with the problem of popula-
tion growth. The Task Force feels that the De-
partment may also be obliged to actively work
toward a reduction in the rate of population
growth through family planning.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends
the acceleration within the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare of a na-
tional family planning program to dissemi-
nate family planning information to all

requesting State and local health agencies,
physicians, private associations, and indi-

viduals.

The present Departmental policy on family
planning was stated to the heads of all oper-
ating agencies by the Secretary in January,
1066.

He stated that foe policy of the Department is

to conduct and support programs of basic and
applied research on population planning; to

conduct and support training programs; to col-

lect and make available such data as may be

necessary to support, on request, health pro-

gramsmaking family planning information and
services available; and to provide family plan-

snditures
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illation, has profound effects on. environmental

quality. Consider, for example, the severe

drought .experienced, by the Northeastern

United States over the past several years. Were
ut not for the fact that this region is densely

, over-populated, the period of drought might
“ huye. hid yeiy little effect on the quality of the

environment; As it is, foe normal demands on
sGppliea of water in foe Northeast are so great

anePririhg so rapidly that any reduction in

norioal! rainfall carries the threat of crisis.

^Thus, the (Task I^grce feels that foe Depart-
ment Bf Health, Education, and Welfare must
.wv^^eapohsibility for leadership in a major
.effort to' determine'how population pressure af-

1 fsrte environmental quidity and environmental
protection efforts and also seek to develop meas-
ures tojreduce foe adverse effects of population

Jfemographers and. urban planners predict

fon'deveippment of a host of super-cities span-
junghum.geographic areas, such as from Bos-

u.Jp Washington and from Son Diego to San
rai .isco. The are already among the most

'Populated areas of foe Nation, yet
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ning information and services, on request, to

individuals who receive health services from

P
tive the Department’s and other efforts to en-

courage and facilitate family planning.
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operating agencies of the Department.

Studies by parenthood planning groups indi-

cate tlint, at any given time, approximately 6

million medically indigent women desire family

planning assistance. At present, about 10% of

this figure, or 500,000 women, now receive aid

from public or private sources. The Department

support for these present sendees, mainly

through the Children’s Bureau, was about $3

million in fiscal year 1966 and will be more than

$5 million in fiscal year 1967.

Based on the above experience, the cost of

providing services as recommended by the Task

Force should be less than $20 per woman.

To provide for the four and one-half million

low-income women not now having access to

family planning services could ultimately cost

$90 million a year. However, on the basis of

pilot programs in North Carolina and Chicago,

the birth rate will be reduced by about 70%
among the medically indigent women receiving

assistance.

In order for the Department of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare to actively promote family

planning programs at various levels, it must de-

velop studies to identify all of the facets of the

problem involved.

The Department should encourage surveys to

produce statistical data on the attitudes and de-

sires of individuals who have, or wish to have,

or would rather not have, children. There should

be increased research on the psychological as

well as physiological effects on individuals who

bear or support unwanted children.

The Task Force feds it is entirely possible

that the Department will have to undertake, in

addition to direct measures to facilitate family

planning, programs to bring about a change

in attitudes about the size of families. Such a

shift in a basically personal attitude will not be

achieved quickly or easily. However, it may
prove to be the only way in which to make effec-

ts

Urban Improvement Goal

The Task Force finds that today’s urban, en-

vironment is frequently placing severe physical

and mental stresses on people. Cities ore

cramped and depressing. They fail to provide

for man’s needs for space and privacy. Noise,

crowding, odor, and traffic hazards are facts of

life to the urban citizen. We must stop to con-

sider whether thesefacts are, in reality, insidious

threats to his physical, mental, and social well-

being.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends
that, by 1973, the Department develop,

through research, basic data sufficient to es-

tablish human levels of tolerance for crowd-

ing, congestion, noise, odor, and specific

human endurance data for general stress

and accident threats, including traffic, home,

and recreation accidents.

The concentration of urban life is evidenced

by the fact that approximately 70% of our

population is crowding into urban areas repre-

senting 10% of our total land. Today, there are

140,000,000 people living on 35,000 square miles

of land.

Our rapidly swelling urban areas are charac-

terized by a variety of potentially hazardous

by-products of population growth and pros-

perity which are of increasing concern. How-
ever, available scientific data on these stresses

varies from the little we know about the dele-

terious effects of odor and crowding to the some-

what greater amount of knowledge we have

about the effects of noise.

It has been proven that excessive exposure to

high noise levels can impair hearing or cause

total deafness, but we do not know how much
of an effect day-to-day distractions of noise

—

interrupted conversation, disrupted work, dis-

rupted sleep and so on—may actually have upon

our health. The average human tolerance to
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oise and how it relates to health, particularly

Cental health, is largely unknown.

TherTask Force recommends that the De-

payment develop urtan and rural model

codes and suggested standards for the pre-

ver and control of various sources of

noisein the environment.

Dr* Ren6 Dubos of the Rockefeller Institute

in New York outlined our ignorance of the

effects of urban life on humans by tell-

ing the Task Force that;

“Jfioucan go to any one of the thoughtful

architects or urban planners . . . none of

"them knows what it does to the child to have

a certain kind of environment,
as against

otjier kinds of environments.

“The whole process of mental development,

tut affected by physical development of cities
,

.hds. never been investigated

fphe taro beginnings for the Task Force-rec-

ommended, programs in urban contamination

now exist and are slowly evolving in current

departmental activities. These are in the Office

^pr JJfban Environmental Health Planning of

the National Center for Urban and Industrial

Utaith, aniinthe National Institute of Mental

Heolih;

TfVliat is now being doneis negligible. About

$65,'0tK) annually is now being spent by the En-

viromnental Health Planning group for applied

jssemd); oil; urban contamination, and about $3

f\\ million jiy the National Institute of Mental

UtalthlfoEbasic research.

/Vehicular traffic is one of the most serious

fa^Wmplex urban irritants, and one of the

nlogtrdiffigult to control* Vehicular movement is

beihg^directly superimposed upon the small-

ehyinjnmerifc of. man?
s ambulatory activi-

jil^^tj^Lrecognized that unencumbered pedes-

fniiijiibwyritlun a neighborhood is essential for

jjprapmity identity and cohesion, and for a

i .social environment* Tim Tads Force
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suggests that studies be undertaken to deter-

mine the impact of traffic patterns on social

stress.

The Department should seek better under-

standing and management of the environmental

factors contributing to traffic accidents and the

psychological effects of other traffic stresses.

The Department should promote a strong, co-

ordinated research effort to establish vehicular

driving tolerances.

The Department has taken the initial steps

in this direction by establishing a Driving lie-

search Laboratory in Providence, Rhode Island.

This laboratory is equipped with two driving

simulators which are being used to evaluate re-

actions and other capabilities of the chronically

ill and physically impaired driver. But the

effect of traffic movement on the driver and pas-

sengers of a vehicle also should be studied.

Measurements of the physical and emotional

stresses for the commuting driver, the local de-

livery man, and the transcontinental bus driver,
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for example, are also needed to provide guidance

for future urban development.

Removing urban contamination and promot-

ing healthy urban growth form a potentially

major field of research into environmental de-

sign. To date, research support has fallen far

short of that required to develop those insights

and principlesupon which standards and guide-
lines for policy decisions must be based.

The Public Health Service and its National

Institute of Mental Health estimate that it

would require about $120,000,000 to achieve this

objective.

Materials, Mefafs, and Chemicals Control

Goal

The Task Force finds that materials, metals,

and chemicals which are known or suspected to

be harmful to human beings are being produced

and marketed at an increasing rate. Little is

known about the adverse effects of these sub-

stances with regard to allergies, chronic dis-

eases, or long-term genetic changes.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends
an effort to establish by 1970 human safety

levels for synthetic materials, trace metals,

and chemicals corrently in use and prohibit

after 1970 general use of any new synthetic

material, trace metal, or chemical until ap-

proved by the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare.

It may take years unless research is specifi-

cally aimed at a given chemical compound to

determine toxicity. An example of this is the

story of the manufacture of radium watch dials.

In this case, workers painting the dials of

watches were ingesting minute quantities of

radium from which many of them died prema-

turely years later. We believe such long term

damage can and should be stopped before it

occurs.

Human experience with overexposure to ra-

dioactivity unfortunately was a prerequisite to

establishing safe levels for radium. Sometimes

toxicological studies with experimental nnimnln

can be used as the basis for setting safe levels for

some poisons. But data obtained from tinitnnls

does not always accurately predict effects in

humans. Furthermore, animal studies are ex-

ceedingly difficult to relate to humans when
dealing with long-term or chronic effects.

Initially, safety levels may seem to the manu-
facturers affected by them to be based upon
grossly inadequate information, and to be much
too conservative. However, prudence dictates

that we must regulate the use of known danger-
ous items such as trace metals, as well as syn-

thetic chemicals used individually and in com-
plex compounds, until we are certain that they
are not harmful to man under prescribed use.

Except for the makers of drugs and food addi-
tives, manufacturers presently are not obligated

by law to file with any public agency full infor-

mation on the composition and hazards of their

products, nor to secure approval of those prod-
ucts or their labeling prior to distribution; con-

sequently, such information is very difficult to

obtain when needed.

Technical information is available and useful

to professionals, but there is no ready refer-

ence for public use in cose of an emergency.
The scope of the problem is large. Some infor-

mation on perhaps 35,000 (of on estimated total

of 500,000 to 600,000 products) has been ac-

cumulated in files at the Food and Drug
Administration.

The Task Force believes that the toxicity of
all chemical compounds which may come into

contact with individuals, either directly or
through environmental links, should be sys-

tematically investigated, analyzed, and made
available through a modem information sys-

tem.

The burden of proof that materials meet
safety standards should rest with the manufac-

turer who markets them. However, the Depart-

ment must develop the in-house laboratory and
administrative capability to evaluate the manu-
facturer’s submissions expeditiously. When an
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item is to be marketed for which no standard

ijnm been established, it should be withheld from

the market until the Department establishes a

standard.

Only in this way can the public be assured of

the protection it deserves from elements in the

enyironment which can be the source of serious

pnblic health hazards.

Consumer Protection Goal

-TheTask Force finds thatmany productsnow
available on the consumer market, inducting

food, and household equipment and appliances,

^re processed or manufactured in ways that

Tender them hazardous to human beings under

nTormal use, and that at present there is no ade-

quate means of protecting the consumer from

suCh products.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends an

effort which, by 1970, will initiate a compre-

hensive program for the identification of

h&lth and safety hazards associated with

theusf of appliances, clothing, food, hazard-

ous.substances, and other consumer products

and for the control of such products which

_3fC
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meet consumer protection standards

established by the Department.

This Goal is the logical sequence to the pre-

vious Action Goal, which recommends the cer-

tification of the physical components of the

product itself. Here, we are concerned with, the

jbyerali product as it is delivered to the con-

sumer..

In 1965, a total of 711 firms suspected of pro-

ducing harmful or contaminated consumer

products refused to let the Food and Drug Ad-
, ministration conduct inspections. Some 515 re-

yfused^to furnish quality or quantity formulas

to.the Administration; 26 denied the Adminis-

tration the opportunity to observe a manufac-

turing procedure. And 153 refused Food and
Drug Administration personnel permission to

ieyiejv control records. Also 111 would not per-

mit the Food and Drug Administration to re-

view complaint files, and 216 refused permis-

sion to review shipping records.

The consumer was the victim.

Unlike most Government regulatory agen-

cies, the Food and Drug Administration does

not have subpoena authority either to summon
witnesses or to require firms to divulge pertinent

records. It has requested this investigative au-

thority to allow it to do a better job of pro-

tecting the American public. To this date, the

request has been denied.

In 1967, the Food and Drug Administration

spent about $4.8 million for research on nu-

trients, food additives, food technology re-

search, and natural contaminants. The Food
and Drug Administration plans to double this

research activity in the next five years. The
Public Health Service, in its parallel activities,

spent about $6 million in fiscal 1967 and plans

to increase this to $9 million annually in fiscal

1972. Both these levels are too low.

For its food inspection and control programs;

the Food and Drug Administration is currently

devoting $9.6 million a year'. It plans to double

this by 1972. Again, the level is too low.

Responsibility for protecting the consumer
from defective household equipment is in the

Injury Control Program in the National Center

for Urban and Industrial Health. Research has

been conducted, for instance, on improving the

design of lawnmowers. The Program has also

promoted the use of flame resistant fabrics. In

1968, preliminary work will begin evaluating

and planning studies of injuries and deaths re-

sulting from home utilities and mechanical

equipment. The present requested research,

budget for thetotal Injury Control Program for
work in this field is, in 1968, $2,053,000, and the

budget for prevention and control, $1,372,000.

With respect to foods, the Department must
have considerablymore authority to assure ade-

quate protection of the public health. The De-

partment must be able to evaluate the syner-

gistic effect of food additives so that the con-

sumer is protected from threats that cannot be
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detected by the separate analysis of individual

food additives. This means evaluating the sum

total of tiie toxicological effects of a mixture.

Furthermore, the Department must have, ns

it does not now, adequate authority to inspect

and evaluate the processing of foods to make

certain that their safety is not impaired through

the effect of a process which may or may not

involve the use of additives.

It is not the intent of the Task Force that the

Department undertake the evaluation of prod-

ucts and goods that are obviously harmless. On
the other hand, the Department must be able to

assure the safety of products whose safety may
be incorrectly assumed because it has never

been established.

The Task Force believes that present efforts

at consumer protection are grossly inadequate

and reflect neither the needs nor the desires of

the American people. The Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, with its broad

responsibilities for protection of the public

health and welfare, will have to take the initia-

tive in mounting a National program for the

elimination of hazards in consumer goods, both

those now marketed and those yet to be

developed.

To do so will require a substantial investment

of Departmental funds and resources which the

Task Force finds impossible to estimate with any
degree of confidence. Nevertheless, if the De-

partment fails to accept consumer protection

as one of its major environmental responsibili-

ties, the Task Force believes that the American

people will be faced with a steadily rising level

of hazards associated with the use of common
household goods, such as food and clothing, and

appliances. The Nation cannot aspire to rea-

sonable standards of environmental protection

so long as the consumer is unable to rely on his

Government to assure necessary safeguards.

Radiation Control Goal

The Task Force finds that the use of nuclear

energy in this century has proceeded without

adequate knowledge of its effect on human be-

ings, and that there are other potentially danger-

ous sources of radiation from which the public

is not adequately shielded.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends an
effort which, by 1970, through developmental
research and enforcement, adequately pro-

tects workers and the public from harmful
radiation levels.

X-rays were discovered in 1895, and within a
year radioactivity was discovered. Very early in

their research, pioneer scientists recognized the

harmful effects of x-rays, radium and other

radioactive species. Yet, over the years, many
men and women have been martyrs to science.

There are presently 210,000 x-ray units in use

in tile United States in the healing arts. These

constitute one of the major man-made sources

of radiation for the general population. Den-
tists, doctors, chiropractors and technicians

have been injured by excessive exposure to

faulty or improperly used x-ray machines.

Even today vast numbers of dental and medi-
cal x-ray machines are far from meeting reason-

able standards of safety. There is little doubt
that even with widespread concern about the

danger of x-rays, many Americans are over-

exposed in diagnostic and therapeutic practice.

The Task Force believes that all persons using

x-ray equipment should be licensed to do so,

after fulfilling written examinations as to their

competency. To use x-rays with optimal effi-

ciency and, at the same time, reduce patient ex-

posure to a minimum, it will be necessary that:

(1) all equipment meets recommended stand-

ards; (2) the most advanced techniques are em-
ployed by competent operators; and (3) x-rays

are used efficiently, effectively, and judiciously

to promote the maximum benefit with minimum
risk.

Essentially all x-ray units should meet mini-

mal standards by 1973, provided the States ac-

cept their responsibility in this program area.

The mining of uranium ores in the United

States has resulted in the exposure of many

22
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Spii and its daughter products. These expo-

pbSureS by State agencies"and mine operators

Sufiproved conditions,- but much remains to

Irtfto.iifeuro that radiation hazards in this
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segment of the nuclear energy industry are

reduced to acceptable levels.

Standards for safe tolerance levels must be

developed for all who are exposed to radiation-

generating materials and equipment. The recent

discoveries and technical advances in the area

of nuclear power have opened up a newer and
even broader scope of activities which could in-

volve radiation exposure to the population.

For maximum effectiveness within the Fed-

eral Government, there must be a coordinated

effort to see that research conducted in the fu-

ture will give us an adequate knowledge for the

establishment of human tolerance levels for ra-

diation exposure. The Task Force believes that

the Department o'f Health, Education, and Wel-
fare must coordinate this effort, since overall

responsibility should lie with the Department

that has major concern for the health protection

of all the people of this country.

The Department must continue to lead a

national program to prevent undue radiation to

the occupationally exposed as well as the gen-

eral population, but, at the same time, must
actively support technological research into

the rapidly growing medical and industrial ap-

plicationsof both x-rays and atomic energy.

Occupational Health and
Safety Protection Goal

The Task Force finds that adequate occupa-

tional health and safety services are not suffi-

ciently available to American workers, and that

the well-being of our people and the strength

of our economy would be greatly enhanced if

such services were instituted in all places of

employment.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends an

effort to extend, by 1970, preventive services

to 100% of the employed population at its

work place.

Every American worker should be protected

from occupationally-related environmental
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health hazards -which impair his mental and

physical well-being and his productivity.

The occupational health program outlined

here has two major concerns: occupational ill-

nesses which are first detected and treated at

the work place; and safety protection which

concentrates on accident prevention on the job.

This Goal strives for the promotion of good

health and well-being for all workers by the

establishment of medical treatment services at

the work place for larger establishments, and to

moke similar health services rapidly available to

all workers at small work places; and further,

the elimination or control to a safe limit of any-

thing in the work environment which is ddete-

rious to the health of workers is envisioned.

Achievement in these areas will contribute

directly to the well-being of 80 million work-

ers, reduce work absence, increase productivity,

and strengthen the economy.

Industry is currently spending $320 million

a year to provide in-plant health services to

some 15 million workers, according to a special

Public Health Service report. These services

range from excellent to poor.

The critical element that has been lacking in

occupational health, the report states, is a pri-

mary focus of leadership binding together

the responsibilities which have been diffused

throughout the diverse groups with common
obligations or interests in the field.

The national economic value of this increase

in occupational health protection is indicatedby

the fact that a reduction of one day in the aver-

age annual sick leave taken by American work-

ers would result in a projected addition of $1 bil-

lion to the gross national product. The average

worker now uses seven and one-half days of sick

leave a year.

To achieve such a Goal requires the concerted

efforts of industry, labor, and government at

all levels. Responsibility for leadership can

logically be assigned to the Occupational Health

Program of the Rational Center for Urban and

Industrial Health.

Because some occupational health services al-

ready exist at various levels of government,

labor and industry, Federal funds needed for

planning would be relatively small.

Most Federal workers, for example, already

have access to some type of employee health

services, so the cost of developing an organiza-

tion and a program to introduce occupational

health practices into existing units and to ex-

pand services to cover all 2% million workers

would not be exorbitant.

In addition to costs of providing full services

for Federal employees and migrant workers,

other yearly Federal costs of this 100% worker

coverage program would include grants to the

States to develop their own programs and for

contracts to carry out delegated Federal respon-

sibilities; technical services which would pro-

vide those services which cannot be delegated;

research and development of standards; meas-

urement and surveillance of the problem; and
personnel development.

An estimated total cost of about $50 million

is projected to design and promote a program
which could accomplish this part of the Goal.

The annual cost of planning the proposed

health services program is approximately 60

cents per worker, a modest investment in terms

of health protection and one which can bring

substantial economic and psychological benefits

to the whole Nation.

The occupational illness and safety protec-

tion effort within the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare is presently centered in

a $3.5 million a year program within the

National Center for Urban and Industrial

Health. The program is implemented through

research, training and technical assistance func-

tions with additional grant activities by the

Center.

A sizable backlog of requested services from

all levels of State and local health agencies, as

well as industry and labor, exists which cannot

be fulfilled due to the current lack of resources.
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Governmental Compliance Goal

_

{The T«fllf Force finds that many Federal,

Sil&tej and*local agencies are carrying out pro-

grams yluch affect the quality of the environ-

ment in amanner of concern to the Department

oi&ealih,Educatipn, and.Welfare.

Therefore, the Task Fprce recommends an
effort which, by 1969, through effective re-

lations with local, State, and Federal Gov-

ernments, will ensure that criteria and
standards for physical and mental health,

for housing, urban development, and trans-

Ion. will be available and used by

I
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be available

the Federal, agencies administering these

jirfgttUBSi

If*the environmental health standards in the

G&jtlmtedtabove are quantitatively established,

thsii varioiis Federal, State, local and other

6*jrcm6s and mdividuals will need to cooperate

to attain them.

A^centroliocus is required.

JL jiroad, effective intergovernmental pro-

gram, os outlined in the Goal above, is esaantial

to effectively apply environmental standards to

ffousingilevelopment and transporta-

tion. program. Until there is such a program,
mtiesTfill continue to grow in the disorganized,

tmtibprfinatpd style that allows a freeway engi-
mpey to take the shortest and most direct route
ahd'gesfroy a neighborhood in the process.

The cahses of crime,- delinquency, physical
tmd] mental illnesses, and social discord which
.fehirhi; increasein cities are in part rooted in
Serial disruption?

Uril^naid.puhl, a psychiatrist in the Office

PfthejSerietary of Housing and Urban Devel-
Ppic^nt^afgues tliat, if we are to create a better
Invinonment, we need a better combination of
Urban housing, schools, and parks. We need a
better combination of administrative expertise.

Wh must begin ^writing combined, or multi-
performance, construction specifications, so that
yprkpaiybgdone better at lower costs. Dr. Duhl

of environment before new, lost-cost housing is

designed than after it is constructed. If these

factors are neglected, he says, it is likely the new
housing project will find itself seriously lacking.

Once the concept of bridging territories of
administrative authority is understood, con-

trolled, and employed, then an environment-
wide approach will more easily arrive at socially

desirable goals.

Two Departmental offices exist today with
broad responsibilities for seeing that knowl-
edge gained about the effects of environmental
hazards on physical and mental health is con-

sidered by all government agencies planning
and implementing projects in housing, urban
development, and transportation. But these of-

fices have less than one dozen professionals

working in two tiny organizational entities : the

Environmental Health Planning Section of the

Center for Urban and Industrial Health, and
the new Center for Community Planning being
created at the Assistant Secretary level.

The first is a small Washington-based group
consisting of a director, a sociologist, a city-

planner, a training officer, an engineer, and an
architect. They have pioneered in helping a few
of the Nation’s communities organize to improve
the healthfulness of their environments.

Through its training programs during the
last seven years, this group has been serving as

a catalyst to community action. Even though
this one group can hold but a limited number of
training conferences in one year, and its annual

budget has just recently reached $100,000, it

has been able to reach 60 of the some 20,000

communities in the United States.

Last year, this Planning Section began a pro-

gram of holding similar conferences for individ-
ual States on the governor’s level. Two States

were helped. At this rate it will take 25 years

to assist all the States.

The second organization, the Center for Com-
munity Planning, exists largely on paper. It was
created in response to the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development’s request for a
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group in the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare to review grant proposals for its

Model Cities Program. The Center has a pro-

jected professional staff of eighteen in Wash-
ington. It will work also with Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare staffs in Departmental Re-

gional Offices. The objective is to encourage

State and local agencies to incorporate health

planning into the Model Cities Program. Be-

cause the regional staffs hare other responsi-

bilities and must cover large geographical areas,

the amount of help they can offer communities

on health questions of this nature is necessarily

limited.

The Task Force believes that the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare should be

given the responsibility for controlling the

health standards for a number of environmen-

tally related programs—as in housing, urban

development, and transportation—and that the

Center for Community Planning should be ex-

panded to do the job.
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iraitojaaoffAJXr, our means of dealing

Tjithenvironmental hazards to man’s healthand
welfare hasrbeempne of reaction to crisis. When
an environmental hazard became apparent,

tfcnloilts of our society reacted to eliminate or

control such a hazard, on merely to live with it.

Tins pattern of environmental protection has

tfallenshort of its purpose. By neglecting action

si

4
(El

X

-motive, ft has applied an unrealistic and in-

Jhe ^environment and the health and well-being

•M

This method of dealing with problems of the

ehfigbnmeiit is unacceptable today. The time
h^varriyex£when we must stop allowing human
l&J%s to, serve involuntarily os guinea pigs in

6ur ^periments with environmental change.

4- fundamentally new approach is needed,

bhe'hasai'o.nthe idea that impairment of man’s
ohd.welfare ought to be regarded as Na-

ture’s: last distress signal of an environmental
* i^pi^pot the first.

"

'm ,

This approach to environmental protection

ihgstbe based on a new view of the relationship
,i.bf iiian,, health, and the environment—namely,
thathumaiidllness can, be asymptom of environ-
mental disease, and tliat environmental health
efforts miH treat or prevent the disease itself,

hotfhe Symptom.

Many signs can be found of theneed for a new
approach to environmental protection. The
problem of chronic respiratory illness, for ex-

ample, which is increasing at an alarming rate,

must be recognized as a symptom of a diseased

environment. Bronchitis, emphysema, and lung

cancer are associated with, both community air

pollution and cigarette smoking, as well as with

occupational hazards. Modest efforts are being

made to bring these environmental causes of

respiratory disease under control, or, in the

cose of cigarette smoking, at least to inform
people of a personal environmental hazard

which they inflict on themselves. Yet if medical

cures were developed for emphysema, bron-

chitis, and lung cancer, it seems likely thatmuch
concern about polluted air would be dissipated

simply because one group of symptoms of the

disease of air pollution had been alleviated be-

fore another took its place. To put it another

way, a stunning, though limited, victory in the

field of personal health might signal a defeat

in the effort to treat and cure environmental

Mental health problems provide a concrete

illustration of the hypothetical example pre-

sented above. Great strides in drugtherapy have
mode it possible to return to the community en-

vironment a rising percentage of persons in-

stitutionalized because of mental illness. Yet
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these discharged patients return to surround-

ings and conditions which probably contributed

to their illness. Thus again, the symptom is un-

der control while the environmental disease goes

largely untreated.

Certainly no effort should be spared to end

the ravages of physical and mental illness. Bub
efforts to control environmental disease must
not be relegated to a position of lesser impor-

tance. They are in that position today. The Task
Force believes that the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare will need to reorient

its activities if the Nation is to mount an attack

on environmental disease that goes beyond on

unacceptable symptomatic approach.

A Functional Approach to

Environmental Protection

To meet the Department’s responsibilities in

the environmental health field, its activities will

have to be reoriented to ensure maximum effi-

ciency in pursuit of optimum health through

control of environmental disease.

Organization by categories is a hit-or-miss

method of meeting problems of environmental

health and disease. These operational categor-

ies—occupational health, sanitary engineering,

solid waste disposal, air pollution—represent

the Department’s response to the challenge to

cope withwhat have been perceived asthe evolv-

ing hazards of the environment. But the exist-

ence of these separate, independent-thinking,

categorical organizations invites an insidious

specialization which finds agency personnel in-

volved in disparate programs, often with con-

flicting goals.

Common concern for overall environmental

health objectives too often is crowded out.

The present organization,by categories, denies

the Secretary the tools and the information he
needs to promote common objectives whichtran-
scend categorical goals and programs.

The Task Force believes that the manifold

problems of environmental health con best be
met by restyling the Department’s environ-

28

mental health operations around the concept of

functions. Such an approach colls for integrat-

ing common functions now conducted separately

in the categorical operating units of the

Department.

Six common functions have been identified by
the Task Force:

Research and Development
Ti

Determination of Criteria and Standards

Enforcement

I

Manpower Development
,4

;
|

Public Awareness

I :

Intergovernmental Relations

it

A functional approach based on a comprehen-

sive view of environmental health problems and
needs, we believe, represents the Deportment’s

best opportunity to integrate and coordinate its

environmental health activities.

New structures will be needed at the highest

echelons of the Department, because a func-

tional approach demands coordination from the

top. Assistant Secretaries charged with respon-

sibility for coordinating functions would ap
pear to be needed.

A functional approach need not be described

here at length. It involves simply shifting the

thrust of the Department’s environmental pro?

tection activities from their present narrow 1

concern with specific features of the environs

ment, for example the air, to segments of the
total mission of environmental protection, suefitr

as research and development, promulgation,

of and compliance with standards, anil

surveillance.

As a part of this functional approach, the

Department can evolve rapidly a system for con?
tinuing protection of the environment, a means
for going beyond«the immediate Goals outline!

earlier in this Report so that tomorrow’s enyi-
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AM^fonction in efforts aimed at overcom-

ing en * nmental health problems is research

andlpwelopment, for which the Department is

'spelling millions of dollars each year in its

manycategoricalprogram areas.

wkgMrnh' and development is probably the

best coordinated of the six functions carried

put by the operating units of the Depart-

ment dealingfwith environmental health. For

example, in the Bureau of Disease Prevention

Environmental Control of the Public

Service, research and development is

WrfmeJed at the- Bureau level. Theoretically,

pt^le^Teseafch conducted and supported by

thp Bureau through its National Centers for

iC^ununicSble Disease, Chronic Disease, Air

Pollution, Radiological Health, and Urban and
f v Industrial Health is part of one overall, coordi-

nated and integrated effort. This kind of orga-

nization ofthe research and development func-

tion should be extended upward into the Office

bfliheSecrahury;

(Several critical^ factors having to do with

the organization and structure of the Depart-

ment make,at highly important that the Office

<&£ the '(Secretary assume responsibility for co-

ordination ofresearch and development in en-

d protection. First, these activities

no, means confine*! to the Public Health

*, but are spread across many constituent

®;pf ,the Department, including Office of

aon^JTelfare Administration, Food and
Administration, and others. Coordination,

and programming of research, there-

*
[
be accomplished through and by

of. this Secretary.

Thfe Task Force rejects as unwise and cum-
.tjfeHopie: the suggestion that all Departmental
research -Ohd development pertaining to en-

vironmental health should be lodged in the

& Health Service or carried out under its

ibn^dheview of environmental protection
1 *hc Task Force urges the Department to

adopt implies that strictly health-related re-

search and development, such as that for which

the Public Health Service is responsible, does

not represent the totality of the research and
development needed to combat and correct the

sickness of man’s environment. For example,

much that is wrong with the environment comes

about through lack of attention in our educa-

tional process to the subject of man’s responsi-

bility as custodian of the world about him. The
Task Force does not suggest, however, that re-

search and practical effort to correct this foil-

ing should be carried out by the Public Health

Service, since it is obviously an important task

for the Office of Education and the Nation’s

educational system.

Research on environmental protection should

continue to proceed on two major levels, but

the degree of emphasis given these levels needs

to be drifted. There is, and will continue to be,

a need for essentially undirected research—ex-

ploration—to increase understanding of man
and the world he inhabits. The Department

should continue to support basic research at

academic institutions by qualified investigators

who are largely detached from the day-to-day

need to achieve goals.

The Task Force believes that an effective

harmony can be achieved between directed arid

non-directed research efforts if the Department

supports the creation of environmental health

research centers which recognize os their mis-

sion the development of basic and applied scien-

tific information that will serve to meet en-

vironmental protection goals and objectives

formulated by the Department. The Task
Force recommends that the Department con-

tract with appropriate universities and/or

research institutions for the establishment

and operation of a facility for large-scale,

long-term, health-related studies in human
ecology, and further recommends that the

Department undertake a grants program for

the establishment and support of university-
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based centers for ecologically oriented en-

vironmental health studies.

Tlie Task Force has become acutely aware of

the lack of outside expertise that the Depart-

ment con call on to help plan needed programs
to meet environmental health challenges and to

conduct research aimed at developing appro-

priate solutions. The Task Force is aware of the

Department’s extensive use of consultants and
advisory groups, but it feels that this technique

does not suffice to meet the need for creative

thinking and productive research. The formal

research grant mechanism is often too cumber-
some and problematical to be relied on for the

kind of problem-oriented research that will be

needed to deal with complex environmental

problems.

The Task Force believes that the Department
should move rapidly to establish a non-govern-

ment environmental research organization

which would work closely with Department per-

sonnel in planning and carrying out a research

program responsive to the Department’s needs

for scientific knowledge to meet environmental

protection goals. It therefore recommends
that the Department create through con-

tracts a nonprofit research organization

using experts in a wide variety of fields to

respond exclusively to the Department’s
need for problem solving in the health and
environmental health areas.

At the some time, the Department should

continue to support research and development

efforts that are highly directed as to purpose,

directed toward solving environmental health

problems and achieving Departmental goals

that have been arrived at on the basis of scien-

tific, social, political, economic, and other fac-

tors that must be weighed in our overall plan-
ning for protection of the environment. The
Task Force recommends that an Office of As-
sistant Secretary for Research and Develop-
ment be established so that activities within,

or supported by, the Department are inte-

grated into a total systems approach with
overview, direction, and control.

The Task Force lias reached the conclusion

that lack of extensive criteria and standards for
environmental protection is a major impediment
to progress in environmental health. We recog-

nize that various segments of the Department,
including the Secretary, promulgate criteria and
standards for environmental health protection.

However, the range of authority for standard-
setting which the Department has in the area of
environmental protection is severely limited and
fractionated. For example, the Department is

‘

authorized to set standards for pollutants dis-

charged from motor vehicles, but not from
other sources of atmospheric pollution. It has
the authority to set standards for the water
served to people on interstate airplanes, trains,

and buses, but not for the water they drink in
their homes, offices, schools, playgrounds, and !

hospitals.

The pressing need for vigorous development
of environmental protection standards is two-
fold at least : First, the development of stand-

ards in itself represents a statement of national

goals for environmental quality; second, once
goals are set, the vast but largely untapped re-

search and development potential of Amwinafi

industry can be effectively applied toward
achieving satisfactory environmental quality

protection.

Standards development must be carried out.,

,

functionally by the Department, rather than|l

categorically by various sub-units involved in

environmental health programs. To a degree,

the Bureau of Disease Prevention and Environ-
mental Control of the Public Health Serviceis

structured to take a functional approach to i

standards development, but this Bureau alone

is in no position to discharge the Department’s
broad responsibility for development of
vironmental protection standards envisioned by
the Task Force* Other segments of the Public
Health Service and of the Department will have
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compliance through enlightened voluntary

actionas tojbe preferred, but voluntary action

has acmOyed & very poor record insofar as en-

vironmental health protection is concerned.
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the problem of enforced control of environ-

mental hazards in whatever way that they en-

danger health or welfare.

It has been said often that environmental

health protection efforts are severely hampered

by a shortage of skilled manpower. The state-

ment hears repeating here. The Task Force, like

many other groups that have studied environ-

mental health programs and problems, redis-

covered the fact that efforts by the Department

and other Federal agencies, by agencies of State

and local governments, by universities and re-

search organizations, and by industry to secure

the kind and number of personnel they need to

develop and carry forward environmental

health programs meet with near failure. As a

result, the environmental health field too often

finds itself with the poorly trained practitioner,

the part-time worker, the non-motivuted and

uninspired administrator who views his workin
environmental health as an unpleasant chore,

rather than a rewarding career. There would

appear also to be an overemphasis on the em-

ployment of engineers to deal with environmen-

tal health problems whose solutions require far

more than engineering skills alone.

The Task Force has formed the impression

that capable workers in the field of environmen-

tal health protection are so concentrated in the

Federal government that only a small number
of cities and States and a correspondingly lim-

ited segment of industry are staffed by ade-

quately trained, creative environmental health

personnel.

So long as this situation continues, there con

be little hope for significant progress toward the

achievement of improved environmental quality

and health protection.

The Public Health Service conducts and sup-

ports training activities in the various categor-

ical approaches to environmental health protec-

tion for which it is responsible—air pollution,

solid wastes, occupational health, milk and food

protection, and others. This must continue on

an expanding basis, for although we are not

3!
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aware of any authoritative estimate of the un-

met need for environmental health personnel,

the Task Force is convinced that the present

number is in the thousands and that futureman-

powerneeds will dwarf those of today.

The development ofmanpowermust be recog-

nized by the Department as a part of the func-

tional approach to environmental health pro-

tection. It cannot be solelythe responsibility of

the National Center forAir Pollution Control to

help develop the personnel who will be needed

to win the battle for dean air. It cannot be

solely the function of the National Center for

Urban and Industrial Health to help produce

the urban health planners needed by every State

and most urban areasin the country. These Cen-

ters have a vast array of program responsi-

bilities which prevent them from giving to the

manpower shortage the attention it requires.

Equally essential for needed progress toward

protection of environmental health is effective

and constructive public awareness, both of en-

vironmental hazards and what can and must be

done to control them. The Task Force has found

an uneven performanceby environmental health

programs within the Deportment in the task of

gaining public support through informedunder-

standing. There is dearly a need for the Depart-

ment to undertake a greatly expanded public

awareness program as a functional, rather than

a categorical, effort.

Under the prevailing categorical approach,

the public’s attention is being competed for by

information programs relating specifically to

single environmental health problems—air pol-

lution, solid waste management, injury control,

and others. To a marked degree, the Task Force

believes, this tends to overwhelm the receiving

public with an array of problem-related infor-

mation at the expense of a more constructive

awareness of the interrelationship of environ-

mental protection problems and goals.

Moreover, the Task Force senses that public

awareness efforts, have tended to overemphasize

the use of communications media at the expense

i

of more long-term attempts to change public

attitudes through the educational process. We
are not advocating that the Department di-

minish its programs to disseminate information

through the news media. Problems of environ-

mental health are, and will continue to be,

highly newsworthy, and the Department, as the

principal Federal authority in this area, is re-

sponsible for providing timely, authoritative

information to the public. However, at least

equal emphasis needs to be placed on public

awareness efforts which can be expected to

produce beneficial changes in the national con-

sciousness about environmental protection prob-

lems and objectives. This is fundamentally an

educational process, and the Department should

give serious attention to developing and promote

ing programs for elementary and secondary

schools which will make the children of today

better able to comprehend the significance and

ramifications of environmental protection so

that as decision-making adults they will

function from a position of knowledge in

determining how society will respond to future

environmental problems.

As yet, the Department has not made an ef-

fort to determine what social factors and pres-

sures most forcefully influence public attitudes

(including indifference) toward environmental

problems. The lack of such information com- 1

pels the Department’s public awareness efforts

to operate somewhat in the dark. To strengthen

the Department’s ability to increase public

awareness, we recommend that the Depart- -

ment provide grant-in-aid or contract sup-

port for the establishment and operation of

urban sociological health research centers in.

major metropolitan areas.

Such centers would perform the function of

developing basic information on the effect of

environmental influences on man’s social well-

being. Through this approach, the function of

public awareness could serve the Department’s

environmental protection effort by gaining pub-

lic understanding by acquiring much-needed
MV
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< the list of environmental protec-

tion^nctions now carried out by programs

wjfimT the Department, the Task Force has

npfodjfthat what may he termed intergovern-

mental relations apparently suffers from the

decisive effect of a categorical, rather than a

approach. The extent to which the

Department yill be able to meet its responsi-

^Bflity for environmental protection will be de-

iragmed largely by its ability to support the

M other agencies of government—Fed-

aral, State and,local—on which will fall much

of!%he burdento deliver environmental protec-

liorLseryices tofhe people of the United States.

tpflrMimngly
,
agencies, of government will look

•fo^hsffieparfanent for both guidance and sup-

p^rtj^idthe®epaitment should be in a position

$0 provide timm. in. a manner which promotes a

comprehensive, rather than a fractionated, at-

tack onenvironmentaltproblems. Gronts-in-aid,

technical assistance teams, criteria and stand-
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.manpower, and direct measures to

Achieve .compliance are the chief forms of sup-

portwhichth?Department will have to provide

(ggiber agencies of governmentat all levels. At
thesfr kinds of aid are being furnished

[
l> vtl

yith widely varying degrees of effectiveness.

TJtdf until this function* of. intergovernmental

±ethtipfis is>recognized and administered as part

,'q| a comprehensive system designed to integrate

jAyirgipdental actiyities, the Department will

ftt&faprgyide the balanced, responsive support

tS whichprogress toward improved environ-

mental quality depends.

Air Bhyffonmental Protection System

fteprientaMoh Of the Department’s environ-

tnantil pj^tection activities by function, rather

itiiari. i^ bategory, is not an end in itself. It is

insteadthejneans toward development of a sys-

ithao will assure increasingly effective con-

trol of environmental hazards and improvement

of the national health and welfare.

The purpose of the Environmental Protection

System described on the following pages is to

provide the means of continuously identifying,

analyzing, and controlling environmental haz-

ards to the public health and welfare. It should

be emphasized that this System, unlike the

Action Goals elaborated in Chapter n, is not

designed to reach a target by a specified date

(although there are important elements of the

Protection System that will have to be planned

and implemented according to a carefully

worked out time schedule). The purpose of the

Protection System is to provide a permanent

means of meeting ever-changing environmental

hazards, both old and new, and of making cer-

tain that environmental protection efforts are

comprehensively integrated into a total systems

approach.

The Totic Force urges that the Department

take steps leading to the development and im-

plementation of an Environmental Protection

System, functionally oriented, and consisting of

the following principal elements

:

1. Environmental Surveillance and Associated

Basic Research

2. Establishment of Criteria and Promulgation

of Standards

3. Developmental Research

4. Compliance

Such aSystem combines, on a functional basis,

the detection and identification of environmen-

tal hazards, including research on their sources,

extent, and effects; the adoption and promulga-

tion of criteria and standards based upon risk-

benefit analyses; the conduct of on aggressive

program of developmental research in conjunc-

tion 'with industry to produce hardware and

technology for control of environmental haz-

ards; and a compliance program involving, but

not limited to, support of State and local gov-
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emments in their efforts to plan, organize, and

administer environmental protection programs

on an appropriate geographic basis.

Surveillance and Basic Research

An important, primary step in this systems

approach is that of continuous surveillance of

the environment for any element that does or

may adversely affect man’s health and -welfare.

Called by some an early warning system, it

should identify hazards before man falls victim

to their effects. Assessment of physical, social,

psychological, and economic effects and their

significance in increasing human susceptibility

to physical, chemical, and biological agents is

needed.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends

establishment of a surveillance and warning

program which will, through basic research,

identify current and potential problems, and

the extent of the effect of these problems on

man, thus giving the Department the con*

tinuing supply of scientific knowledge neces-

sary to protect man from environmental

injury and aesthetic insult.

It is important that the Department begin

immediately to establish and maintain a com-

prehensive surveillance and monitoring system

for the principal components of man’s environ-

ment. The beginnings of such a system already

exist for air and water pollutants, pesticide

chemicals, radioactivity, and food contaminants.

Such a system needs to be expanded geo-

graphically, and it needs to provide more sensi-

tive detection and rapid and accurate identifica-

tion of potential environmental hazards. More
importantly, tlie system needs to be integrated

to provide a comprehensive assessment of the

stresses in the physical environment impinging

on man. The system requires an environmental

surveillance staff which identifies and indexes

stressing agents
;
develops methods for monitor-

ing; oversees programs of environmental moni-

toring carried on by State and local agencies;

* t

and provides for timely transmission of data to

a national center. The system should avail itself

of the resources and facilities of the Nation’s

universities and research laboratories, as well as

other environment-concerned agencies such as i

the Departments of Defense and the Interior,

Environmental Science Services Administra-

tion, National Aeronautics and Space Admin-

istration, Department of Agriculture, Atomic

Energy Commission, National Science Founda-

tion and National Academy of Science-National

Research Council.

Paralleling this effort inthe physical environ-

mentmust bo research into the psycho-social en- $
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vironment. This effort will differ from that for

the physcial environment in the kind of instru-

mentation used, sensitivity and preciseness of

measurement, quantitation of data and descrip-

tion of the stressor. It will rely heavily on socio-

1 -1 J nftm _
logical and psychological methodology com-
i j -i, : l +Wa

_ _ ^J8
bined with an epidemiological approach to the

measure of disorder. It should avail itself of the

expertise, resources, and facilities of the many A

university departments, institutes, and private ‘

organizations engaged in research and study,
1

particularly of the urban environment.

Undoubtedly, a surveillance system as com- )

prehensive as this will require the use of ad;
]

vanced technology for electronic data collection, )

storage, retrieval, and analysis.

The comprehensive surveillance and monitor-

ing system needs to be specific and sensitive in

measurement, accurate in sampling, comprehen-

sive in coverage of populations and geograph-

ical settings, sophisticated in detail, and com

tinuous in time.

The requirement for this system is urgent;

therefore, the Task Force recommends that'

the Department develop by 1970 a nationwide^

surveillance system necessary for identify*'^

ing levels of pollutants and components of

pollutants in air, water, and soil.

Such a system can be created by using the

resources and skills of private industry. It needs

to be imaginative and may even be aided by

&
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nmng Eatallites now in existence or yet to be

area of concern which the Task

Force thifprogram must direct itself to-

ward the Relationship between man and his

environment and disease.

The Force found that research on the

jofeof4o environment as a direct or contribu-

^seases“ seriously inaae-

^^"pSSfuiaon; contributes to various upper-

respiratory ailments. Some studies have shown

^eVenvirbfpnen |. conditions can cause mental

k. io inBiiffipimif, systematic

tem ctuyffl ty r—
t0 a nfiededbasc research,effort whose principal

tfCifeShouldbe bn exhaustive documentation of

fhe Ihd! psychosocial effects on man

fetfuaiLy Oi? potentially produced by environ-

I

mentaL contairimonts'.

Environmental surveillance and research

muiA 'be planned and conducted so that each

fflifcflfln, can. respond rapidly to developments

Sh^^pthhrk'The Task Force could not find any

LUttempt by the Department to

goBSOye tHS’leyel of,coordination between envi-

ttmmentfllpdrVeillahce :and basic environmental

ifijtQth. research. JEhe System should also be

^triitiurOd $6. that any significant knowledge

gmifedfrom' mtlipr surveillance or research can

fte integrated into the other programs in

thfe System. Qtherwise, research becomes overly

andisolated and surveillance becomes

for criteria and standards under the designed

program.

The Task Force believes that the Department

must move rapidly to establish throughout the

Nation centers of ecological research whose pro-

grams will permit the interaction between sur-

veillance and research that is clearly to be de-

sired. Although these centers should enjoy the

advantages that freedom of scientific inquiry

affords, they should at all times bo prepared to

explore and exploit opportunities for increased

knowledge uncovered through environmental

surveillance. Similarly, they should be in a posi-

tion to influence changes in the surveillance sys-

tem so that it avoids stagnation and useless

rigidity. Research should be able to indicate

when monitoring of a specific environmental

factor should stop, as well as when it should

start.

Development of Criteria and

Promulgation of Standards

The development of criteria for environ-

mental quality should reflect and set forth the

best available knowledge of the effects of en-

vironmental contaminants, singly and in combi-

nation, on man’s health and welfare. Such cri-

teria would best he expressed in terms of range

of effect, beginning at a level of exposure at

which no effect can be detected, and extending

from that point upward along a spectrum of

observable effects.

Standards to be promulgated by the Depart-

ment or other Federal and non-Federal agencies

could then be based on established criteria and

expressed in terms of two levels, an acceptable

level of exposure and an optimum level. The ac-

ceptable level standard must be promulgated in

recognition both of the need for health and wel-

fare protection and of the availability of tech-

,

nical resources for meeting the standard. The

optimum level standard should be predicated

entirely on the need to achieve better environ-

mental quality without regard to existing, tem-

porary technological barriers.
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TVia Task Force feels that establishment of

dual-level standards should carry with it as a

matter of policy a mandate for the Department

to work for the rapid movement of environ-

mental protection efforts from the acceptable

to the optimum level.

It is also important that the Department

Yupiwtnin the freedom to revise both criteria and

standards in line with changing scientificknowl-

edge, technology, and social values.

The Task Force recognizes that the establish-

Tnnnt of standards will be an exceedingly dif-

ficult

To obtain this objective, the Task Force

recommends establishment of an environ-

mental design program which will establish

criteria and dual level standards for indi-

vidual hazards and combinations of hazards

under varying conditions of geography, pop-

ulation, industrialization, economics, and

technology, with one level being the mini-

mum health level acceptable and the other

being the desirable level which can be

achieved in a specific number of years.

The setting of criteria and promulgation of

standards for any environmental contaminant

is to some extent an arbitrary action, a value

judgment which inmany cases must be made on

thebasis ofinsufficient evidence. It is a weighing

of risks versus rewards, of costs versus benefits

to society. We could, for example, forbid the use

of insecticides because of contamination of food

stuffs, but only at the cost of a radical change

in agricultural production.

Dr. James Goddard, Commissioner of the

Food and Drug Administration, told the Task

Force that we annually apply 600 million

pounds of pesticide chemicals and other organic

agricultural chemicals, fungicides and herbi-

cides to the ground and crops. Pointing to a

level of 0.005 parts per million, which industry

believes is a safe residue of aldrin and dieldnn

in mSk, Dr. Goddard stated: “No one knows

what the chronic ingestion of three parts per

billion of pesticides in milk would do over a

j#,

long period.” The major problem here is that

there is a lack of scientific data to support a

specific standard.

Furthermore, even though toxicological re-

search is vastly accelerated, it may take years to

acquire and evaluate the data.

Obviously, standards have to be setnow in the

absence of complete data, because the consumer

must be protected. The level of pesticide residue

permitted in milk should represent the best

judgment that experts can now moke concern-
^

ing the potential hazard, bearing in mind the

benefit to be derived from the judicious use

of pesticides and other chemicals in food
^

production.

Another aspect of the problem of standards

involves protection of the health and safety of.

workers. In the case of occupational hazards we

are dealing with a well defined, special popula-
^

tion group, adults exposed to environmental ra

hazards in their place of work. Medical exaxni- <

nation insures that they are healthy. They canbe

educated in proper procedures for dealing with

hazards. They are exposed to occupational hoz-r

ards for about 40 hours per week, or less

than one-fourtli of the time. They con be moni-:
|
j

tored for evidence of excessive exposure and
|

promptly removed from additional risk. They
,

may be given periodic medical examinations to 1

detect evidence of untoward effects. In a word: 1

j

the occupational hazard can be put under sur-
^

veillance and control.

However, when the total population is ex- i

posed to ride, the difference between an occupa-

tional standard and a general population stand- f

ard severely taxes judgment.

How does one arrive at a fair or safe stand-

ard? Clearly, in most coses, it is not possible to 1

have a no-risk standard. For example, if a gen-

eral population standard for exposure were one-

tenth the industrial standard, this might still

be a substantial risk.

Where does safety find a proper level? At If

10 or 100 cases of ill effects? For the one who

injured, the risk is always too high, especially

* l
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cc flirty Judgment means balancing

risksjwsus rewards.

•j^QTnited States has allowed a million traf-

fic deatlra sincethe end of
WorldWarII—not to

mention a much higher number of non-fatal

cjSsSties on the. highway. The current rate of

$0 ,000 traffic deaths per year equals one fatality

p&4^>peopfe per year. In other words, each

h family (4 people) has one chance in

f'dSo^fsuffering a fatal automobile accidentm
a a ;l^year- Itiis part of the price we pay for

ripbility*jsit ^tolerablehazard ?

ikt?tt£6 height of the polio epidemics 83,300

died u£a single yea^But the public was fright-

iariel, oridtftsPseiise of'decency andhumanity was

< ^5r-i |e’di Dost year, as a result of applied

Jtno research,poliomyeli-

tis d^Sid.fewerjthon 200 lives. This illustrates

public concept of a standard—the con-

trast between killing or manning by motor car,

friyd crippling by a preventable disease—can

dte&yi
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{the mechanism for setting and modifying

standard! and criteria must be functional, not

jjatagpricali Although this point has been em-

-phnmzed earlier, it should again be pointed out

here that criteria and standards for air pollu-

tants,,forexample mustrelate toand reflect the

;aff&$ of other environmental factors which in-

fluence the response ofthe population to a given

Uir .contaminant.Wemust, in other words, break

laftay* from tho {pattern of developing criteria

hhfli§effing standards in a vacuum, as it were,

V^thOut regard,for other environmental insults
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governmental jurisdictions for the setting of

ftigidirrds wbere such authority exists. It would

fcisft be Useflliy thpse esponsible for develop-

I mentakresea^toplanprognims for improving
* the ahjlityto meet higher and higher standards.

all this takes time, the Task Force be-

v-$ & < h *> J

lieves on immediate start is necessary on the

basis ofknowledge in hand.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends

that there be established by 1970 criteria for

individual and combinations of chemicals

discharged into the air, water, or soil.

Developmental Research

The Task Force recommends establish-

ment of a technological development pro-

gram using contracts with industry in

conjunction with Departmental activities

and grants to institutions so as to bring

about the technological improvement neces-

sary to reach the desirable environmental

quality levels.

The Environmental Protectipn System which

the Task Force envisions would be dependent

on a marked increase in and reorientation of the

Department’s efforts to support and promote

developmental research for environmental con-

trol. The Task Force defines*developmental re-

search as the effort to produce the instruments,

equipment, machines, and other hardware, and

the applied technology required to dose the gap

between presently achievable and optimum

standards for environmental protection.

The Department will be obliged to take a

principal guiding role in setting targets for de-

velopmental research and in seeing that such

research is carried out. It is for this reason we-

recommend that the post of Assistant Secretary

for Research and Development be created with-

in the Department. This Office should be given

tlie responsibility and means to implement a

massive effort toward the delivery of the hard?

ware and technology that will be required as an

integral part of tho proposed environmental

protection system.

•The Task Force lias reached the conclusion

that the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare will have to accept major responsibility

for stimulating and supporting developmental

research in the field of environmental protec-
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tion. Although, ideally the patterns of supply
and demand, the opening of new market possi-
bilities, and the profit motive should lend indus-
try into the field of environmental research and
development, past experience gives the Task
Force no reason to suspect that this ideal situ-
ation will come to pass. The automobile industry
did not produce the technology and hardware
for control of exhaust emissions until compelled
to do so by governmental action; the chemical
industry did not produce degradable detergents
until it was clearly facing Governmental action

;

container manufacturers and users have not
moved to produce waste-reducing packaging
materials because they do not yet anticipate the
eventual need for control of this source of en-
vironmental contamination.

It will be necessary, therefore, for the Depart-
ment to support developmental research inmuch
the same way that the Department of Defense
and the Space Administration do, through an
extensive industrial research contract program.
A logical first step in this direction would be

the creation of a non-governmental corporation
which, under contract to the Department, could
begin almost immediately to evolve a systems
approach to meeting developmental research
needs. Such an environmental Hand Corpora-
tion does not exist

; academic institutions do not
lend themselves well to this type of endeavor.
There should be created within the Depart-

ment^ counterpart organization or staff under
the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Re-
search and Development which could balance
and complement the effort produced by extra-
Departmental organization. Their approaches
to problem solving would differ, but they would
differ constructively.

How can the Department obtain the needed
level of industrial cooperation ? The Task Force

developmental research if it wants the work
done. But, is industry willing to contract for its

research and development capabilities and prod-
ucts to the Department of Health, Education,

m

and Welfare? There is no certain answer, be-
cause the Department has not yet tried to bar-
gain for industrial research and development
services. The Task Force’s judgment is that the
Department would not under present circum-
stances find industry very willing to become in-

volved with the Department in this effort.

There are several reasons for this, two of
which are critically important, and correctable.

First, by failing to make clear its intent to
mount a national effort toward prevention and
control of environmental hazards, the Departs
ment has given industry no clear reason to be-
lieve that it has an interest in environmental
protection reasearch and development. The De
partment has not attempted to develop criteria

and establish standards beyond those it is re-

quired to set. Therefore, industry con find no
goal, no end point toward which its research
and development efforts might be directed. Con-
trast this with the stated intent of the Depart-
ment of Transportation to develop a supersonic
commercial aircraft or high-speed rail systems.)

and it can clearly be seen why there is keen in*
‘

dustrial competition in those two fields and vii>

tually none in the field of environmental
protection.

_

Second, by maintaining policies which effect

tively deny industry a reasonable profit from ,

work carried out under contract, the Depart-;
,

ment offers no incentive that 1ms any practical! ’

appeal to industrial management; that is, ii
(

offers limited opportunity to make a profit.

One of the major issues involved here is the
Department’s patent policy. The Task Force 'is/*,

not advocating n change in policy that would)
result in Federal funds being used to create
monopoly situations, but it feels that the Sec*

,

ratary should look closely at the present patent !

policy to determine how it could be used to enr

courage increased industrial involvement in {lie

national environmental protection effort.

The Department should be prepared to ex-

pand, literally by a hundred times, its expendi-
tures for industrial development research. The
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sees no alternative to this course

T^SSn if developmental research is to take

itepe in aneffective system for environmen-

job, the Department must be

equipped to deal with industry. At

present it lacks tlie personnel or the onentation

ESethe best use of industrial capabilities.

IT 'proper use of a systems approach to

JMinustbe developed. Personnel e^erumced

vSoping concepts and program definitions

^^£emillions are expended with institutions

andtdiyiduals for grant support of research,

theS^orce feels that tlie results too often

Xailtb,meet the Department’s needs.

While the Task Force does not suggest tnat

ffiSbe discontinued, it does believe that they

'Mfjsb !»' integrated into meanmgful develop-

^^Jher aspect of tlie Departmental attitude

fcneeds change is tlie approach that the most

Advanced and perfect solution be found before
. Armnoninl TO*

i

searchmust be createa on u«j —

-

generations of improvement. The Defense De-

Stnentdoes not wait until it has the most ad

(Vtmcedairplane. Ituses what
meets the National

defense needs now, while continuing research

task is not just improving the state

of the arbTt also requires conducting and sup-

portihg advanced basic research. This is needed

pfincipally so that those responsible for criteria

! and standards will have some basis for knowing

'

yrhat levels of environmental healtli protec-

twh can be achieved through technological

V
' "

ifl^vdopment*
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Gpmjriiance

ffio be successful, the Environmental Protec-

ftion System will require a climate that encour-

•a'ges and supports compliance with criteria and

standards.

In order for the Department to create such *

climate, the Task Force urges adoption of the

following basic recommendation:
* Establishment of an intergovernmental

compliance program using Federal funcUom

ally oriented grants-in-aid free of

and allocation restrictions in conjunction

with Federal technical assistance

obtain comprehensive plans and actxon from

State and local governments consistent with

national goals and objectives.

The Task Force offers two additional recom-

mendations setting objectives for
accomplishing

thebasic recommendation:

First, the Task Force recommends re-

nuiring, by 1969, the filing of five-year com-

pXnrfve environmental health plana from

State and local governments receiving funds

from the Department;

Second, the Task Force recommends crea-

tion, by 1968, of a permanent technical as

sistance unit within the Department which

can provide multidisciplined teams of spe-

cialists to be available to State and local

governments at their request to aid m plan-

ning and implementing
environmental health

Pr
Sgovernmental relations on central to the

launching of a constructive, forwurd-lookmg

program of compliance. At tlie Federal l^el,the

Department of Healtli, Education, and Welfare

must occupy a position of leadership to

insure that tlie Federal government itself sets

tlie best possible example to tbe Nation vn 1

respect to the control and prevention of environ-

mental hazards.

Because of its sheer size and scope, the fed-

eral Government is involved in an infinite range

of activities that either actually or potentially

endanger human health and welfare through

adverse effects on tlie environment. Agencies of

tlie Federal Government, like governmental

agencies at other levels, industry, and the pub-

lic, require authoritative guidance and usable
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information in order to plan and cany oat pro-

grams for environmental protection.

The Task Force recommends, therefore,

that there be established in other Federal

agencies units of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare to provide liaison to

those agencies and an assessment of the ef-

fects of their programs on man’s environ-

mental health and welfare.

The Department mast also seek to strengthen

its ability to assist States and communities in

joining in a national effort to protect the en-

vironment. We believe that our recommenda-

tions, if acted upon, would provide the basis

for productive collaboration between Federal,

State, and local governments.

It is apparent that funding is and will con-

tinue to be a major obstacle. But simply to direct

more money into present categorical programs

will not, in the opinion of the Task Force, pro-

vide a satisfactory solution to the financial prob-

lems of State and local agencies.

The Task Force believes that the funding

mechanisms for environmental protection must
afford a high degree of flexibility on the part of

the agency receiving funds. At the same time,

however, we feel that these agencies must be re-

quired to submit to the Department a compre-

hensive plan for environmental protection pro-

grams covering not less than a five-year projec-

tion and embracing a geographic area large

enoughto assure effective action.

Such a plan must not be considered as all in-

clusive or totally binding, however, for this

would defeat the objective of flexibility. An
agency receiving grant funds for environmental

program support should be free, within discre-

tionary limits, to shift its emphasis, re-allocate

its funds, or embark on a new project.

Coupled with the provision of comprehensive

grants-in-aid is the recommendation pertaining

to technical assistance. The Department must

greatly expand and reorient its mechanism for

giving technical assistance to State and local

agencies in need of it.

At present, technical assistance is categorical,

not comprehensive. The Task Force strongly be-

lieves that there will be un increasing need for

teams of technical experts who can, on request,

establish a base of operations in a community,

region, or State to assist in the planning and

implementation of environmental protection

programs. Hie Department will have to fill this

need.

Such technical assistance teams will require

special appropriations within the Department’s

overall budget, and tens, perhaps hundreds, of

millions of dollars will be required to permit

them to provide the quantity and quality of as-

sistance necessary.

Through the assignment of such teams, the

Department will not only be able to make sure

that State and local agencies have direct access

to the best available technical knowledge, butIt

will also help to overcome the manpower prob-

lem caused by the present concentration of

skilled environmental health manpower within

the Federal Government. Until other efforts to

correct the manpower shortage begin to take

effect, the Federal Government will be, in effect,,

supplementing the meager staffs of State and

local agencies which now find themselves ill

equipped to carry on even the most modest and/

limited environmental protection program.

It is appropriate at this point to considerwhat
;

a^e the responsibilities of State and local agen-

cies with respect to environmental health prior

tection. Broadly, the Task Force sees these re*, i

sponsibilities for State agencies

:

1. To provide adequate statutory authority for ,'i

the creation of pollution control and abatement
’

agencies; plan for preventive programs on a
State-wide basis; coordinate regional, metropolr

itan, local, and interlocal efforts to plan nM
carry out programs of prevention and abater

ment;

2. To coordinate State agencies whose functions

and activities relate to environmental protec-

tion;
I T 'll

m
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compliance programs

;

4l To develop model codes for local adoption;

k To provide technical resources and assistance

to'loJL governments to
aidthem in carrying out

&eirprograms

;

fo To enter into interstate compacts aimed at

le cTtrol or potion of environmental

lerwhat

alagen-
’

.

pro-

re-

i

dty for

dement
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is on a

dropol-

im and

< abate-

locftl agencies Bhould assume responsibility

fbrthese types of activity

:

1 To plan, develop, and create^em^ce 'md

enforcement programs appropriate.to thejuris

Action involved and consistent with State and

national goals;

2 To construct and operate such facilities as

are required to meet the objectives of environ-

Cental protection programs.

Grants-in-aid from the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare
should be suffi-

ciently comprehensive and generous to provide

ample support for all these kinds of Stale «nd

Ideal activity. Moreover, Federal tedimcalas;

sistance teams must be able to provi e e es

available guidance and information so ia

State and local agencies can wisely and effec-

tively plan and carry out these activities.

A system of inducements to compliance will

have to be backed up by enforcement authority

at the Federal level. No matter how effective the

Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare

may become in helping others to comply with

national objectives for control of environmental

hazards, there will remain circumstances and

situations in which State and local efforts are

ineffective and cannot secure desired degrees o

compliance. In such cases, the Department must

have strong enforcement powers which it can

use when all other measures fail.

As has been noted, the Department now h^

some authority to enforce comphance with

standards for environmental protection, but ite

authority is critically limited. As research and

development, surveillance, and basic

point to new problems and the means of solving

them, the Department will have to seek, if

has not already obtained, regulatory powers to

assure compliance with
standards to correct new

environmental problems.

An initial step in this direction could be taken

immediately if the President were to issue an

Executive Order directing the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare to coordinate

efforts to control environmental hazards for

which activities of the Federal Government are

responsible. In this way, the Departm^tcod

begin immediately, at the direction of the Presi

dent, a program to obtain compliance with De-

partmental goals, and thus begin to develop the

know-how for later use in regulatory activities.

Financial and technical assistance, supple-

mented by enforcement authority, constitute, in

the opinion of the Task Force, the most logical

and constructive approach toward aC
(J

ueJ?“ff

tional compliance with the goals and objectwes

of the Department in the field of environmental

protection. We believe that there is no reason

to delay action to bring about a climate in whicl

compliance in itself becomes a prune target foi

coordinated National action.

Supporting the System

Ah Environmental Protection Systemtwill

need many kinds of support. The Task Force

has chosen to call attention to two: manpower

and public awareness.

Manpower

The Task Force recommends that De-

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare

determine, by 1969, the manpower require-
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ments necessary to adequately supply both
public and private sector needs for environ-
mental program operations beginning in
1972 and beyond, and the means of supplying
such needs.

Fundamental to an efficient program is the
optimum utilization of its personnel, which in
turn requires a clear definition of the aims of the
organization.

Many specialists who have Bottled into nar-
row niches would welcome a challenge to apply
their abilities in such a vast new area as en-
vironmental health. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare’s personnel system
must be geared to filling its need for creative
and productive environmental health and pro-
tection personnel. This could be done by insti-

tuting mechanisms for personnel development
such as Intern Programs, on-the-job training
programs, and advanced education programs.
The Task Force suggests that the Depart-

ment’s present Management Internship pro-
gram be expanded to draw in and develop scien-

tific and technically trained personnel. This pro-
gram would have the advantage of being a
recruiting and career development program
mechanism which would yield the broadly
experienced, scientifically-based people needed.
The administrator of tomorrow will be a multi-
disciplined scientist knowledgeable in the physi-
cal sciences and conversant in the social sciences.

He must be able to work easily with experts in
such fields as planning, transportation, sanita-

tion, and engineering.

Dr. John Romani has pointed out that the
lack of a flexible response to new threats to the
environment has in large part resulted from the
fact that environmental problems spread across
a number of organizational boundaries. Juris-

dictional confusion has caused paralysis in

agencies at all levels of government.

Unfortunately, administrative teaching has
dealt very little with the difficulties of manage-
ment across agency boundaries. But it is clear

that we must develop the ability of people to
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relate across organizational boundaries for effec-

tive operation.

The Task Force recommends that the De-
partment provide fellowships for in-service

training and continued education for De-
partment personnel in the environmental
health field. A program similar in intent and
operation to the sabbatical programs of uni-

versities should be implemented.
In 1962, the Report of the Committee on En-

vironmental Health Problems to the Surgeon
General recommended that 3% of the environ-

mental health operating budget be devoted to

graduate training of Public Health Service

environmental health personnel. While this

might be termed a desirable goal, the programs
now in the Bureau of Disease Prevention and
Environmental Control have fallen far short of
it. The Bureau has spent less than 0.1% of its

operating budget during Fiscal 1965 and 1966 j

for graduate training of Bureau personnel. To
institute the sabbatical program which we rec

ommend would require an estimated expendi-

ture of 0.5% of the Bureau’s operating budget.

In a program having 60-60% of its personnel in

professional positions, this investment would
appear to bo an essential minimum if the De-
partment is to maintain the program’s vitality. .

: f
Also, essential to the effectiveness of the pro-,

gram is an equitable distribution of graduate

education to both Public Health Service Com-.
1

missioned Corps and Civil Service personnel. As
'

can be seen from the following statistics, there

has been a tendency to provide graduate trains

ing for more Commissioned Corps than Civil

Service personnel.

:<

Commissioned Corps..

Civil Service (GS 11

Total 3, 014

Bureau
prof";
tional
ttaff

im

Mintter taking rtcommen- ¥
graduate training dathnfor |

tcith Bureau number to 1
tupport be trained

,

”

Jm 7m on eabbattcal U

1,318 72 46 13tf

1, 600 12 17 170:

3, 014 84 63
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yet no adequate assessment of national

environmental health manpower requirements

exists.A program to make this assessment must

^undertaken immediately.

The Bureau of Health Manpower of the Pub-

iioffiealth. Service is just beginning to work

^tlfthe Bureau of Disease Prevention and En-

vironmental Control on environmental health

manpower requirements, as a result of the re-

organization of the Public Health Service. To

date,, only scattered efforts have been made to

fulfill specific needs in such programs as radio-

logical health and air pollution. A more com-

prehensive program is needed.

The problems of environmental health are

fooluoad and complex to be properly dealt with

Ijy any one professional group. Physicans or en-

gineers alone are only ingredients in the proper

mix of disciplines necessary for the solution of

environmental health problems. Equally essen-

tial
1

ore the physical scientists, the life scientists,

and -the social scientists, having on awareness

•stud an understanding of the complexity of the

man-environment relationship. They should be

geologically oriented.

-f e Task Force recommends that the De-

partment promote the establishment of pro-

F

grams and curricula in clinical and human

\y‘ ecology through grants to the Nation’s pro-

fessional schools, such as schools of medi-

cineJaw, public health, and public adminis-

tration:
7

The Task Force urges that financial support

"be expanded for environmental health courses

presently offered in schools of urban planning

Jr nj.

Y\

Hb Uwlgllt

"The Task Force further recommends that

the Department provide fellowships for

Stale and local personnel to permit them to

continue their education in environmental

health fields,

Too,often, support for training and education

is,provided to fulfill very specific occupational

heeds. Training and education programs sup-

ported by the Department should be viewed as a

mAn.na of increasing long term national man-

power resources.A national, rather than a paro-

chial, view is needed.

As did the Advisory Committee on Health,

Education, and Welfare Relationships with

State Health Agencies, this Task Force recom-

mends that the Department aggressively utilize

the new personnel interchange provisions of

P.L. 89-749 to create a cadre of environmental

health planners and administrators at Federal,

State, and local levels.

It is clear that while the Department must

increase its support of interdisciplinary train-

ing for professionals, there is an even greater

need to train sub-professionals. If we are fully

to utilize our present professional manpower,

they must be freed from the sub-professional

work which now consumes much of their time

and energy. A well planned Departmental pro-

gram could train and educate both high school

graduates and those who have not completed a

high school education to perform much needed

services as junior technicans, inspectors, and

laboratory assistants to technical and adminis-

trative personnel.

Junior colleges could provide much needed

training if the Department were to provide

leadership in curriculum development and

financial support.

Public Awareness

The main thrust of a public awareness pro-

gram such as the Task Force believes should be

undertaken by the Department is educational.

We believe that when the public understands the

significance of environmental hazards, it will he

able to moke wise decisions about plans and pro-

grams to control such hazards. An effort must

be made to provide the public pertinent facts

about environmental problems. Research find-

ings that explain human vulnerability to cer-

tain hazards, such as x-rays or new chemical

compounds, or the psychological threat of

a poorly planned urban complex, need to be
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broadly disseminated and understood by the

general public.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends
establishment by 1968 of an integrated effort

for health education and general education

to create a public understanding of its en-

vironment and an increased awareness of the

individual and social responsibility in refer-

ence to it.

Information which the public needs about

environmental hazards and programs is scat-

tered among myriad sources. There is no

central source of information, nor any mecha-

nism to consolidate categorical information

sources so that the citizen can gain ready access

to facts on which understanding must be based.

The Task Force feels that the first step in the

Department’s public awareness program must

bethe establishment ofa central source of infor-

mation about the environment,towhich the pub-

lic, as well as responsible officials and tech-

nicians, can turn for information.

Once there is a unified source of up-to-date

information oh the environment, it will be possi-

ble for the Department to present this informa-

tion to the public in a meaningful manner. One
vehicle for this presentation should be the Na-

tion’s educational systems.

Just as every school child is taught the value

of personal health, he con also be taught the

meaning and importance of environmental

health.

The Office ofEducation is now working on the
development of what is called “The Organic

Curriculum,” a proposal for complete overhaul

of elementary and secondary school curriculum.

Each curriculum will be a coordinated, pro-

grammedunit with a supporting system of read-
ing material, class work, and films. Because

environmental studies cut across subject lines

from biology to chemistry and citizenship, they

would seem ideally suited to this new form of

presentation.

It is important, however, that emphasis on en-

vironmental education in the schools not await

U

the development of special curricula, whichmay
involve several years of effort. The Department

can begin now to help schools incorporate en-

vironmental information into existing teaching

programs and courses of instruction at grade

levels from kindergarten through high school.

A logical extension of this effort would be to

adult education classes, where the importance of

environmental health should be communicated

to mature people whose experience may not

have made them well aware of environmental

hazards.

There is also a need for a better training in

environmental health and related fields at the

higher level of our educational system.

While our educational system must play a

major role in creating public awareness of en-

vironmental hazards, at any one time the greater

proportion of our population is not participat-

ing in academic pursuits, and it is essential that

those who are not in school be reached 'with the

facts about environmental hazards.

Everyone is familiar with the phrase—“Every
litter bit hurts.” Public service campaigns

this kind should be developed for many of the

environmental hazards about which the public

is ill-informed.A program must be devised that

makes effective use of the mass media to alert

the public to its responsibility to understand

and seek to correct environmental hazards.

Furthermore, the Department must give

maximum attention to encouraging balanced

commentary on environmental problems in

newspapers, magazines, the broadcast media,

and all other medias of public discussion and -

information.

The proposed Environmental Information

Clearing House and other offices within the en- A

vironmental health program will publish a great

deal of material specifically devoted to environ?

mental health problems. An effort must bemade

to insure that, where relevant, environmental

health problems and programs are appro-

priately presented in publications produced by

fl
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jective is to provide to the public sound, com-

prehensive information. Undoubtedly, the De-

partment’s efforts tomount an effectiveprogram

for prevention and control of environmental

hazards will fail if it does not have the support

of the American people. Through informational

and educational efforts, and through them alone,

I

the Department can gain the support it needs.
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Chapter IV

GREATER, better directed, and more coordi-

nated action must be taken by the Federal gov-

ernment at this time if the environmental
health

gt the Nation is to be restored and, finally,

*°Thisi Report sets out Action Goals which are

within short-term reach. It oudines general

objectives that would enable the Departmen

gLw., Education! and TcUaro to cop. until

circumstances. Combined, tims. mcom-
,

mendations provide th. Department until the
|

weapons necessary to maintain the quality of

environment which the Nation nee
*

However, while many of the recommenda-

tions can be implemented under authority now

vested in the Department (Appendix m), it

vgmld appear that much new authority from

Congress will be needed.

»The Task Force strongly urges the Secretary

to develop a legislative proposal to send to the

(President for submission to Congress, which.

vriU contain requests for needed additional en-

vironmental management authority.

Such an Environmental Protection c

should contain the authority needed to imple-

ment the major recommendations
in this rep •

However, the Secretary’s legislative proposal

should be considered inclusive, rather than ex-

clusive. Other recommendations not made m

this Report may have equal validity and an ap-

propriate place in such an Act.

Further, not all of the recommendations m

thfc Report requiring new lcg*tiv. euttm^

are addressed in this Chapter. What the Task

Force has done here is to outline seven pnncipa

areas for legislative action winch rdate to the

goals and objectives of Chapters II and ni.
6

It is important for a number of reasons that

the President seek new legislationm the area of

environmental health in one clearly identifiable

^F^t^theTnited States must t^e

action against environmental hazards. Theen-

tiumnSh a deUeetdy bdenced

must be managed with great care. Tjus,^

ment was expressed almost universally y

scholars and experts who appeared before the

Task Force. We are convinced that the ecology

of man must be better understood if we are to

make progresstoward our goal of
restoration o

the environment. No longer is it possible o

tack various hazards as individual and unique

probleL. A unified Environmental
Protection

Act must stress the concept of ecology and its

^Swondly^the Task Force believes that a well-

publicized Environmental Protection Actsent

by the President to the Congress will do much

to promote public awareness of environmental



health problems. The American public is well

aware of the problems of air and water pollu-

tion. But, in the opinion of the Task Force, the

people are uninformed about many other envi-

ronmental hazards. A Presidential legislative

proposal and message to the Congress would

h t»lp inform the American public of the overall

environmental health problem.

Finally, the Environmental Protection Act

would further demonstrate the Administration’s

determination to maintain the quality of our

environment. As stated earlier in the Report,

the present and inchoate dangers from environ-

mental hazards are among the most acute do-

mestic issues facing the country.A unified legis-

lative package would demonstratethatmore will

be done.

Following are the Task Force recommenda-

tions for inclusion in on Environmental Protec-

tion Act.

Council of Ecological Advisors

Human ecology is the study of the interaction

of winn and his environment. When man dis-

turbs one aspect of that environment without

regard to the impact on other elements of na-

ture’s system, he runs the ride of disturbing the

delicate balance of nature and thus of endanger-

ing the environment which sustains him.A well

known example is the tragedy of Lake Erie. As

a result of the constant dumping of organic

wastes, over-demands on the oxygen content of

the waters, and death of the self-cleansing de-

ments in the lake, the once clear waters of Lake

Erie are foul.

The natural environment surrounding us is

of the greatest possible importance to man; if

he destroys it, he destroyshimself

.

For this reason, the Task Force is agreed that

it is of the utmost importance to the American

people that the President have the constant,

well-informed advice and program coordination

which a Council of Ecological Advisors would

provide. With the creation of such a Council,

the President and the Ration would be advised

of the best possible information on the state of .

our environment; therefore, they would be bet- jp

ter able to conserve it.

The concept of a Council of Ecological Ad-

visors is analogous to the Council of Economic

Advisors which now serves the President. It

would provide the President with an overview

of the various Department and agency environ-

mental programs and would coordinate them.

It should represent all the various economic,

social, and industrial entities involved in the

day-to-day dialog of presently preserving em
vironmental quality.

The composition of the Council should be

broad enough to represent all the disciplines of

knowledge required to make wise and meaning-

ful decisions about environmental protection *

needs, policies, and programs. At a minimum,

these range from biology to economics, from ~j;i

psychology to physics, and from engineering to

public administration.

The Council would maintain information on

the state of the environment and provide the
v

President and executive agencies with the most

up-to-date analysis. The Task Force believes,

that it is also imperative that the Executive;

Branch lias a coordinating mechanism with the

power and authority of theWhite House behind,

^ fjm
Authority to Abate

Environmental Hazards

The Task Force has determined that the Sec^

retary of Health, Education, and Welfare must

have the authority to abate environmental liojs- ;
L

ards that are beyond the regulatory control of1

*

government at the State or local level. Such aii-J
s

*

tliority now exists for air pollution and fog
f

water pollution. (The Secretary of the Interior)

is responsible for Federal action to abate water

pollution.)

It is clear that present Federal autliority for

abatement of environmental hazards is too lim-

ited and must be broadened to encompass all.
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fc^^otential threat to human health or

It L also clear that the States and

- TOties of this Nation will have to vastly

“W^^eir capacity to abate environmental

aUg^ntheir own initiative and in coopera-

J^yhe Federal Government where
tins is

^SwI^dcForce does not believe that
the Fed-

lent either could or should
exercise

““fM^Siority for the control of environ-

“^S
?
hazards. One of the major <»nclu®10“*

“fSdsitepbrt is that the Department needs to

" Rigorously to strengthen the environment

jft^Stion capabilities of States, mumcipaU-

^unties, and intrastate and interstate

we are firmly convinced that the

•

• jfedertd Government, too, needs more

& S^e^d comprehensive authority so that the

I SSi people can be assured of protection

1 W environmental hazards which are beyond

SRSSof agencies below the Federd level

I triple * dearly set forth Yr
;

• ^^'ation dealing with air and water poUu ion.

B f&he extended to the total range of actual

I E andpotential environmental hazards.

\ Congresshasrepeatedly
indicated its oon-

! t ^tion that primary responsibility jontro

1 / ^environmental hazards 8^0̂ ^je®^^th Stote

andlocal governments, and
the Task Fo

f noneed to depart from this point of view,

needrather is to expand it, to make it applicable

Si forms of environmental hazard, tocreate

itnational program for the most meaningful use

pf enlightened governmental action to protect

r 11 |be people and preserve the environment on

of i f

which their health and welfare depends,

u-
i
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technical Assistance Program

\i Within the Department of
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During our inquiry, the Task Force was in,

(formed time and time again about the shortage

w
Jl® •

of trained environmental health personnel

W
°£l elKted^fficfoi? decried their inability

to liire well trained personnel because of the

nationwide shortage of such ££
gested that the Department of Health, Educa

tion and Welfare would perform an essential

service if it could provide assistance teams of

qualified professionals to local ^ts of S°ve *

ment—where the problems of public

posal of the mountains of
waste, and clogge

are acute. TheTask Force agrees, and it adds the

suggestion that State and local agencies; should

tokestock of their employment systems to make

certain that they are designed to attract and

Sep the best available professional workersm

-SSSvS'SSt
seek authorizing legislation to establish a pro-

gram in which teams of trained professional

people couldbe sent to work
under local supMVi-

Ln as employees of the
requesting mut gov-

ernment, and be directly respo^ible tolocal
offi-

ciols. Such professionals should be feom

within an agency of the Department estabhsh^

for this purpose and
supplementedwi& individ-

uals from universities and other ^titutami^

public and private. They would be paid by the

Department at salaries, and with bene®^^T
I cient to attract them to the assignment. Each
1

assignment would be temporary
and for a fknte

period-no longer than two years is suggested.

A technical assistance system operating

within the Department would be roughly anal-

ogous to the foreign assistance teams organized

^ maintained by the United States Govern-

ment in foreign nations at therequestofth

host country. They would provide service and

expertise to areas unable to obtain the services

on their own. . ,,, fllft

The Task Force wishes to emphasize that

technical assistance teams should not be groups

of traveling experts who flow in and out o»n

area, leaving only advice in their wake. Mayors

and State officials have informed us that they
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need no more advice. What they need are men

and women with ability to plan, manage, and

carry out effective programs.

The Task Force urges that the Department,

through scholarships and other activities, be

more aggressive in developing professionals and

sub-professionals with skills tomanage environ-

mental control programs in cities, counties, and

States. But, until the supply of skilled people

meets the increasing demand, we believe that a

technical assistance program, conceived and

executed on as wide a scale as possible, is

PiMentifil if the quality of our environment is to

berestored.

The Department of Health, Education

,

and Welfare*s Environmental Health

Role Within the Federal Establishment

Many Federal Departments and agencies

conduct programs which affect the environ-

ment, but only the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare has a mandate from

Congress to' protect the health and welfare of

the American people. Therefore, the Task Force

believes it is imperative that the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare seek authority

to determine the health effects of the program

activities of the other Federal departments and

agencies.

Legidative authority should be sought to sup-

plement the Executive Order suggested in

Chapter HI in order that the Department’s

mandate to protect the health of the citizens of

the United States extend to the surveillance and

control of Federal activities which relate to

environmental health.

Consumer Protection

The Task Force urges the Secretary to seek

legislative authority for consumer protection.

Numerous Acts of Congress have made var-

ious agencies of the Government responsible for

pieces of the total consumer protection picture,

but needed comprehensive legislation does not

exist. The Secretary should seek authority to

perform research on all phases of the produc-

tion, distribution, and use of consumer goods to

determine whether the public health or wdfare
is in any way jeopardized by products or serv-

ices which the citizen has a right to know are

safe. After he determines that a danger exists

for the public, the Secretary should have the

legal power to issue safety standards pertaining

to consumer protection, and apply such stand- 1
j-

ards to the manufacture, distribution, market-

ing, or use of such consumer products.

Such authority would allow for implementing

the recommended Goal on synthetic materials
Jy

and chemicals. It would also allow for appraisal

of general consumer items so that the Goal per-

taining to consumer protection could be met.

Obviously, any legislation of this kind should
^

define classes of materials and products to be'

subjected to regulation and should exclude

products and materials that are unquestionably JP
harmless.

J'flL'n

Functional and Multiple

Grant Authorization

The Department and other Departments andj|

agencies administer anumber of grant programs

which provide funds to State and local govern^
j’

mental units to aid their efforts at controlling
‘ ?!

and restoring our environment.

Officials who desire to establish a coordinated

attack on environmental disease and decay must

apply to various Federal agencies administers
f

,'"

ing grant programs. The present system hqiij'
p

been described to the Task Force members *a&'

being time consuming, repetitive, and confus- >Jt—— Bl -~r >
—— -ri

ing. And, in addition, applying officials often ^
find they accept funds which must be committed

to projects having a low priority, while high

priority projects go unfunded. The reason? They

Federal granting agencies which have funds for

which a particular city is eligible often cangg^ i

support programs that the officials are most

interested in.

m
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cal effects and clinical aspects of environmental

insults. , .

This approach must be balanced by concen-

trating equally on deveolpmental
research whic

would enable the modification and control of

environmental hazards.

The Department now has legal authority to

enter into contracts with industry. The AirPo -

lution Center and other programs have to a

limited extent used this authority.

But the Task Force feels that the absence or

stated Congressional authority and intent re-

garding the Department’s relationship to, and

use of, industry to solve environmental
problems

further weakens the Department’s resolve to

take advantage of the Nation’s industrial Imow-

how. It is evident that the Public Health Serv-

ice, for example, is less than enthusiastic about

drawing on industrial resources through con-

tractual arrangements. The Task Force believes

that a firm statement of Congressional intent

would enable the Department comprehensively

to mount an effective industry-government ef-

fort toward development of improved systems

and hardware, as well as knowledge, for

environmental protection. ,

Unquestionably, it has hindered industry

from coming forth with unsolicited proposals

designed to solve environmental problems.

If the developmental research program de-

scribed in Chapter HI is to be carried out, the

Environmental Protection Act must contam

provisions for broadened contractual authority

to be usedby the Department. The authority, by

citation, is patterned after the Department of

Defense’s research contract authority. Since this

authority expires in Fiscal 1968, specific long-

term authorization is needed.

The recommendations which the Task Force

have made require a complete review and a con-

tinuing study of the many facets of our environ-

ment. To make our environment safe and ade-

quate to the needs of tlie Nation, the problems

of the future as weli as those of the present must

be recognized.

rrhfl Task Force believes that it would be

w to allow State and. local officials greater

SSfcidh in the use of funds they receive from

Jr^eral Government for environmental pro-
*

00.
activities. Such an approach isnow being

1 under authority of the Partnership

|th program of the Public Health Serv-

", m^riB of grant support for State and

tricainealthprograms effectively doesnway with

initiations inherent in a categorical ap-

Sbaii to health services, and permits the

Lpnoy receiving grant funds to use them where

.grata d° 4116 most 6°°^’ rather thanm line

V jjjgjd formulas that do not reflect changing

^TbS^ask Force believes strongly that the

jtoufc concept can and should be applied to

the location of Federal funds for State and

lbqoii [programs in the area of environmental

protection. . ,

'TEib*' can be done through a functional or

r jmdtiple grant program.

Tinder such a system, local agencies of gov-

eriUnent would submit an overall environment

restoration plan which, if approved, would

, p them to utilize the funds received flexibly

puffin' response to changing priorities. Such a

system will need authority from Congress. The

T
kite of such a funding mechanism is an impor-

tant aspect of the compliance program de-

scribed in Chapter HI.

Developmental Reseorcfi

afracting Authority

A major element required for successfully im-

proving the quality of our environment is the

large-scale employment of the Nation’s indus-

trial know-how through a technological devel-

opment program.

As discussed in the preceding Chapters, the

department has undertaken broad basic re-

search programs dealing with health and the en

m onment. But these have largely been grant-

supported studies at universities of the biologi-

rjj*.



A concept of administration and control must

be devised which will serve the Nation, not only

in solving present problems, but providing the

framework to meet the problems of the future.

The Task Force believes that an Environ-

mental Protection Act will help accomplish this

objective.

Assess Present Authority

The process of developing an Environmental

Protection Act would provide an opportunity

for a necessary review of existing Federal legis-

lation pertaining to control of environmental

hazards. The Task Force believes that present

authorizations dealing with air pollution, solid

waste disposal, food protection, and other seg-

ments of the total field of environmental pro-

tection should be reexamined, and if necessary

modified, to make them consistent with the com-

prehensive approach toward environmental

health protection which we believe must be

taken.

It seems likely that the Congress would want

to exercise a continuing review of the Depart-

ment’s legislative authority and programs

dealing with environmental protection. This the

Task Force believes to be both necessary and

highly desirable os a further means of assuring

that the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare is fully equipped to discharge its re-

sponsibility for the health and wdl being of the

American people and their environment.
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0F *AS1C *“S«Sa*wlD^lBn*l HEAITH

W. K'

the Quality of our Environment.

4 ijpblte House.
November, 1965.

ituAieyuaey of Technology for Pollution

Abatement.

, ni the Research Management Panel

wi^PTj nS HoToi Boprwota-

SouNo.
D-0, M«5-

The Economteo

Harold Wolozin. 1966- W. w.

pany, Inc. New York.

Air Pollution: Rising

Staffer. Editorial
Besearch Beports. Yol. 1, PP

303-318,April 26, 1967.

PubBoKl™ No. 1WB.

m e£d development * Representa- ,

and Astronautics. V. •
. -Washington, 1

. Harry - “Effect of Air PoUutoon on

tives, 89tb Congress, 2d Session, w & Heimaim, Harry-
pollution. World

d 5.0.W
I j£“ *£j^%**n X—

Press, 1961. p* 18®*

i r^rdon J* and G* H. Glaser. Neuro
Gilbert, Gorao

, :c carbon monox-

Herffcte. Vol. ail, p. 1218. 1988.

Report rf tt. Committee on
Environment

Health Problems:

SSS555SSS
1962. pp. 65-96.

D.(J. 1WO.

K Environmental Pollution. A Challenye to

l ' Science and Technology•

- t> . Jt iv- Subcommittee on Science, Be-

BeP
‘f »d^.2Lot to A» Conuwtteo oo

search, ana ueveioyui
House of

&*»» A*£TSS»^*isL*«.
Representatives. 89th Confess,

Serial S. Washington,
D.C. 1966.

AIR

Air Pollution .
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Potable Wafer Supply

SXa, 1966. The StoptoBr^ PT®.

Brattleboro, Vermont.
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Minimum Habitable Surfaces, Family Hous-

"TSii® of theU-rtM U®o»rf

Orpnirttion. 1957 Confer™* m Co

logne, Published in
Brussels.
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Noise

Status Report. Committee on SST-Sodc

loom. National Academy of Sciences. July ,

1965.

n

*T1

®iSS£=CA!W
Congress, 1st Session, January, 1961.

ports,Vol. 11, PP-
685-601, 1965.

also

Pollution of Water S***%Z^£
Pierce. Editorial Research Reports. Uecem

ber 8, 1960, pp.
905-917.

Report of the Committee on Bnniraamental

Health Problems:

Beport of the Snbcom^ ® gjWg

fc*‘

Publication No. 90S, 1962. PP-
215-258-

Manual anInimtM Water

Waite Water 2d

Technical Publication N
• philadel-

Society for Testing and Materials, rnu

phia.pp-7-36.

SOCIAL M3LIEXT FACTOES

Crowding oitd Density

Orb® Lift--4
Synthetic Enovronmentby

Lewis

Alfred A. Knopf,New York.
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SSS^sSs
ExecutiveOEceof the President.

Wotee Suppreeofou b, william B. Dickinson,

STmES* Beeeerch
0ctob“

1968.

Traffic

1968. OECD Publications Office, & rue Andre

Pascal, Paris-16*.

Transportation and Parking for

Cities by Wilbur Smith and associates, un

^jSsfcnfor the Automobile Itanufaeturere

Association. 1966.
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Personal Safety (crime)

The Challenge of Crime in A „

of Jnetien ^
GPO Washington, D.C. February, 1

Quijmey, BW™*- *'

ZESZLZraSf, PP.
15-52.U** f

|

1966.

Mental Health Effects

wilner, Daniel, et. d. The Housing
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^Mental Health. 1962. Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Press.

g^orr, Alvin. Slums and Social Insecurity
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1968, GPO, Washington, D.C.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

Occupational Illness

g^issssasss
Service Publication No. U1S.

Accidental Death and Disab

T^Oed Disease. ot Mod«-« Sodet». NAS-

So. Washington, B.O, September im

Occupational Health and Safety

Publication No. 367.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Solid Wastes

Waste Management and Control. Notion

Academy of Sciences-National Research
Co

oil. Publication 1400, 1966.

Nuclear Wastes

sssssasgsss^
Council. Publication 619, 1957.

Radiation Protection Norms. May 1968. Or-

ganization for Economic Cooperation and De
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POPULATION

Population control-family planning

Th. Growth at VS. Population,SAW™
Publication 1279. Washington. D.C., 1996.

Parkins, Gordon«i D. Radal. Current Sttfns

of FantilV Planning
Pregrcmsm«uVndea

States. Ford Foundation, Octobor 1968.

Papulation Crists. Hearings Before the Sub-

"
. _ rnrfliffn Aid Expenditures of the

Operations, United

Session on S. 1676. Five Parts, 1969.

Family Planning and
Population

A Review of World Developments. Edited by

BeS Clson and ottars, 1966. Vans***

of Chicago Press.

HAZARDOUS substances

Pesticides

interaaency
Sn^nentel

ordination: Pesticides and

d n-f the Committee on uoveriuue*»

$£^ions. Ly 31, 1966. OPO, Wsstang.

ton, D.C.

Pesticides and the living landscape, by

^dd. University of Wisconste

Press, 1964.

Radiation

_ . nf fhp United Nations? Scientific

•njjL TtMEtecU at Atomic Rodfa-

^TcS^l Assembly. Offldd

Seventeenth Session. Supplement^ (A/

6216) . 1962. United Nations, New York.
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Saunders, Philadelphia,
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Boston.
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A

general legislative authority

s 12S3
L 22. to fcDowtog appropriations.

fl ^“ion

i| E«dk,logicalhe^^« ^^
lyoter supply

*. works construction
„ , Grants lor vasts treatment womb cu

i e^gSHHHS
1 eral Water Pollution Control juuu^
Rl J

were transferred elsewhere.

Thu major
eaturounental

2fp^BfHaalth Service

in three Acts, (l) q. i 6821. as

Act (PL 410, 78th Cong., »»* WjJjJ
enumded; (») to Solid

Stat. 997).

f these provisions into a single Public

many of these provi „_„ted bv the Con-

Health Service Act was en 7

gross (Wto 1"
683). Since 1944 the «* ““

f numerous
quently, placing ^^^ent of

additional programs
JJj^ Public

Health, Education,
andWelf

Health Service . .
-” 1

Public Health Service Act

“Prior to 1944 a large number °*

J5£to tactirw of to r-to ajfc

Service 'were scattered among vario

statutes. Iu 1944 a revision and consolidati

Clean Air Act

“The Clean Air pro-

to ol September S, «»®> sndQrtober®,

2Tl«>? emend^to

Slut. 988) to^a'r
ôr

J

2„tSliug to
establishment of standards for contro s

ss 1

- t»
p
"ssj

1

amended the Clean Air Ad (Va 1*

676, 80 Stat. 954) among other things,

-^ron ot s?s
Particularly tt® p"b%.?'^Act, the Mental Betardatton

Act, the Solid Watte ° sP°^
n£j ’Health Centers Construe.o—« «*•

D.C., ns QPO, March 1988, p. HI-

nu. p. iv.
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authorization of grants to air pollution control

agencies for maintenance purposes.

Solid Waste Disposal

“The Solid Waste

October 20, 1985 (tirieD ofPubhcl^w 89-272,

79 Stat. 997) ,
authorizes a research^eve p

ment program with respect to solid-waste

_ * 4 *

Water Pollution

It should also ho pointed out that
“TheWater

Pollution Control Act of 1948 (Pubhc Law

845, 80th Congress, 62 Stat. 1155) was rep

by the Federal Water Pollution Control Act

Amendments of I960 (Public Law 660, 84th

Cong., 70 Stat. 498) which included provisions

for comprehensive programs for water poUu-

tion control; interstate cooperation; research,

instigation, training; grants for water poUr,

tion control programs; grants for

of treatment works; and enforcement measures

against pollution of interstate umtera. The 196

amendments (Public Law 87-88, 75 Stat 204)

vested all functions under the act m Secre-

tary, and among other things expanded the en-

forcement authority, increasedmaximum
grants

for construction of treatment works, and au,

thorized the establishment of fidd laboratory

and research facilities.
T«r

“The 1985 amendments (Public Law 89-234,

79 Stat 903) to the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act established within the
Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare, a Federa

Water Pollution Control Administration, to

provide grants for research and development,

to increase grants for construction of sewage

treatment works, to require establitiimem of

water quality criteria, and for other purp fes.

Water pollution programs formerly admin-

istered through the Public Health Service, until

recently, were administered

Water Pollution Control Adminmtration. Th

President’s Reorganization Han No. 2 of 1966,

however, transferred the Water Pollution Con-

trol A dministration—except for responsi

relating to public health-from
the Department

of Health, Education, and WeUara to the De-

partment of the Interior, effectiveMay 10, 1966.

The reorganization plan also makes the

taxy, Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare a member of the Advisory Boar^ an

„ivcs him an opportunity to select a jnember of

SlTring board- Later in I960, the Clran

Waters Restoration Act (Public Law >

80 Stat. 1246, November 3, 1966) caUedfor to

Department of Health, Education,
andWdfare

to Lve as a consultant for the department of

the Interior in its study of the extent of pdlu-

tion in navigable waters and ways to abate

such pollution. (Sec. 17.)

Other Legislation

The legislative authority governing the De-

partment’s environmental health programs in

environmental pollution, of course, is more ex-

tensive than the above acts. “A Case Study of

the Utilization of Federal La^at°ry Be-

sources,” for example, indicates that the legis-

lation for research in this area ranges over sev-

eral types: (1) broad legislation, such as the

organic act of the Department, (2) broadJegia-

lation in the field of environmental pollutiqp,

(3) specific legislation covering
a limited asp®!'

of the subject, the establishment of aparticul^

laboratory, etcetera, and (4) authorizations!*

eluded in appropriation acts.®

.ssTjsjsnsabsts-S*
‘"."1 c.«!StSA2^SKS>Resources. A Study suDmurea ^ m QQV&mVt*
Programs Bubeommlttea of the' ““Twr
Operations by the Science Policy Beware*

J?rin*

tlve Reference SefTice. Llbrary
2a Session.

House ot Representatives,
^
80th Cong.. "

a Idem.
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Appendix III

lKlslAnve authority EXPRESS.! throuoh A"*™*™* acts

and for expenses necessary to cariy
maintenance, and opera.-

7̂2CS5S&l *y^««* ,”M*“ •

and for expenses necessary
including purchase of not to exceed

of the Act relating to air pollutaon, und ^ operation of

three passenger motor vehicles, an ®i

* ^ Juii6 80 1964."

aircraft; $13,964,000, to remarn available only un

$20,980,000, tobe
immediately awulable.
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77 Stat. S92

42 USO 1857

note*

Departments of Labor, and
ending June 80, 10*8,

and related egendee. ^ BtofcJml) 87th Cong., 2d Session

and tor other purposes. {78 Btat. ww-f

(August 14) 1W2.
*„ Act Making appropriations for the

.'public Law8^
r
^H^MiSitlo». cndWeltoe,

Departments of
flwal year ending Jane 80, 1064,

and related agencies, fo
gath Cong., 1st Session

and for other purpoeee. (77 Btat. -wo; o

«sr.x “jzxisstsnsj?
2TSSiSSViSft-— •

”*

/« fttafc *70.) 88th Cong., 2d Sew.

a»d for other purposes. (78 Btat. « >

(September 1®) _
1®6*'

. k M.n«g appropriations for the

n Public Law 80-188. An Ac
location, end Welfare,

Department, of !***«* J^JSSw'June 80, 1*8«.

and related agencies, for tt *
geth Cong., let Seas,

and for other purposes. (70 Stat. owj

(August 81) 1966*
. . \rAvtnir appropriations for the

n Puttie Law 80-787. An
Education, and Welfare,

Departments of Labor, and
* ending June 80, 1087,

SSSSSST$K5X"*'»- 2d sese.

(November 7) 1**6.
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42 USO 204.

43 USO 241,

248, 284.

42 USO 248.

42 USO 8281
note.

42 USO 248.

42 USO 241.

348, 246.

42 USO 241,

248, 246.

» op. eU. PL SB-605.
“ op. ett. PL 89-168.
u op. oit. PL 89-787.

«0J>. cit. PL 88-186.

Environmental Engineering and Sanitation

To carry out sections 8Q1, 311, and 361 of the Act, and for expenses necessary

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health wort:

under section 314(c) of tie Act, with respect to milk, food, and community

sanitation, and interstate quarantine activities, $9,117,000.”

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 861 of the Act, andfor expensesnecessary

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health work

under section 314(c) of the Act, with respect to milk, food, and community

and interstate quarantine activities, $9,842,000.”

To carry out sections 801, 311, and 861 ofthe Act, and for expenses necessary

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health work

under section 814(c) of the Act, with respect to milk, food, and community

enTiitjf.ifwij and interstate quarantine activities, and to carry out the func-

tions of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare under the Solid

Waste DisposalAct of 1965 (79 Stat. 997) ,
$21,963,000.”

Environmental Health Sciences

To carry out, except as otherwise provided for, sections 801, 311 and 814(c)

of the Act with respect to environmental health and arctic health activities,

10

To carry out, except as otherwise provided for, sections 801, 811, and 814 (c)

of the Act with respect to environmental health and arctic health activities,

,*y

To carry out, except as otherwise provided for, sections 301, 311, and 814(c)

of the Act with respect to environmental health and arctic health activities,

$15,983,000.”

To carry out, except as otherwise provided for, sections 301, 311, and 814(c)

of the Act with respect to environmental health and arctic health activities,

18

Federal Water Pollution Control Administration

For construction, alteration, and equipment of facilities, including.acquisi-

tion and development of sites, planning, architectural, and engineering

J* op. dt* PL SB-600.
W op. ett PL 80-106.

»op. off. PL 80-787.

75 Stat*

75 Stat.

75 Stat.

70 Stat. i

88 USO 4

88 USO 4

70 Stat. I

40 USO a

19 Idem.
"op. off. pi

op. off. PL
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75 Stat. 306.

75 Stat. 306.

75 Stat. 306.

70 Stat. 905.

50 USO 406c-

1

03 VSO 466e

70 Stat. 5.

40 tJSOapp. 313

it Idem.
»op. ©it. FL 87-582.

& op. ©It. PL 88—186.

a*™*, md for msasarsa
£,

jsss;*-

Bhallbemerged with this
appropriation.

18

Grmu tor Waste Treatment War*. Contraction and Sewer Oeerdow

Control

For pa^sata rnte return « at *« Water PdOudon Ctattd Art, «

amended (83 TJ.S.0. 466e) ,
$90,000,000."

, . . a n* tvR Water Pollution Control Act, as

remain available for obligation afterDecember 31, 1964.

j o nf *ve Water Pollution Control Act, as

For Prodded, That

F°r
S”lmn's 000 000^PmoiSit^ allotments unto

000,000 : Provided further, That now ot thesaM aUMtea to

availablefor obligation after
Deramber 31, 1966.

1* grants and contra te tart

".rka pursuant to suction 8 ot such ^
ZXssgzsXZtt™ <P°“^

*» op. ©it. PL 86-605.

n opv cit. PL 80—156.

a op. ©it. PL 80-787.
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43 USO 341

348, 364.

43 USO 346.

43 VSO 341,

348, 364.

43 VSO 346.

OOP, ctt.PL 87-582*

* op* ctt. PL 88r-186.

n op. dt PL 87-582.
o op* eft. PL 88—188.

"TS

Milk, Food, Interstate, and Community Sanitation

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 361 of the Act, and for expensesnewssaiy

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health wor

under section 314(c) of the Act, with respect to milk, food, and community

sanitation, and interstate quarantine and arctic health aotmtira,mc u g

purchase of not to exceed two passenger motor vehicles, $8,636,000.

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 361 of the Act, and for expenses
necessary

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health work

under section 314(c) of the Act, with respect to milk, food, and community

ymUfttinn, and interstate quarantine activities, including purchase of not

to exceed two passenger motor vehicles, $9,009,000."

Occupational Health

To carry out sections 801, and 311 of the Act, and for expenses for demon-

strations and training personnel for State and local health work imder

section 814(c) of the Act, with respect to occupational health, $4,122,000.

To carry out sections 301 and 311 of the Act, and for expenses necessary

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health work

under section 314(c) of the Act, with respect to occupational health,

$4,990,000, of which $500,000 shall he available for the continuation of the

study of pulmonary diseases of coal miners.*'

To carry out sections 301 and 311 of the Act, and for expenses necessary

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health work

under section 814(c) of the Act, with respect to occupational health,

$6,163,000."

To carry out sections 301 and 811 of the Act, and for expenses necessary for

demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health work

under section 314(c) of the Act, with respect to occupational health,

$5,867,000."

To carry out sections 301 and 311 of the Act, and for expenses necessary

for demonstrations and training personnel for State and local health work

under section 314(c) of the Act, with respect to occupational health,

$6,692,000."

» op. eft. PL 88^-805.

Mop. ott. PL 89-156.

»op. cW* PL 89—787.
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43 XJSO 346.

43 TOO 346.

a op. oit. PL 87-082.
a op. ctt. PL 88—180.
m Op. ott. PL 68-000.

Radiological Health

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 314(c) of the Act, with respect to radio-

logicaThealth, including grants for training of radiological hedths^^
iste: purchase of not to exceed four passenger motor vehicles of which

two shall be for replacement only; and hire, maintenance, aiid

aircraft; $15,875,000, of which $1,500,000 shall be available oidy for aug-

ments and payments to States pursuant to such section 314(c) for the

establishment and maintenance of adequate radiological public heslth

services.
M

To carry out sections 801, 311, and 814(c) of the Act,
,

with respect to rath-

olojtol health, including grants for training of radiological health speci^-

ists; purchase of not to exceed three passenger motor vdndes of which one

nlm.ll be for replacement only; and hire, maintenance, and operation o -

craft; $19,145,000, of which $2,000,000 shall be available ody for allotments

and payments to States pursuant to such section 314(c) for the establish-

ment and maintenance of adequate radiological public health services.”

To cany out sections 301, 311, and 314(c) of the Act, with respect to radi-

ological health, including grants for training of radiological hedth special-

ists; purchase of not to exceed two passenger motor vehicles of which one

shall be for replacement only ;
and hire, maintenance, and operation of air-

craft; $19,698,000, of which $2,500,000 shall be available only for allotments

and payments to States pursuant to such section 314(c) for the establish-

ment and maintenance of adequate radiological public health services.

To carry out sections 801, 311, and 314(c) of the Act, with respect to radi-

ological health, including grants for training of radiological health special-

ists ; purchase of not to exceed one passenger motor vehicle

;

tenonce, and operation of aircraft; $21,044,000, of which $2,600,000 shall be

available only for allotments and payments to States pursuant to such sec-

tion 314(c) for the establishment and maintenance of adequate radiological

public health services.”

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 814(c) of the Act, withrespect to radi-

ological health, including grants for training of radiological health special-

ists ; purchase of not to exceed one passenger motor vehicle for replacement

only ; and hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft
;
$20,895,000 of which

$2,600,000 ghn.11 be available only for the establishment and maintenance of

adequate radiological public healthservices.”

aop. eit. PL 80-168.

» op. oil. PL 80-787.
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Water Supply and Water Pollution Control

To carry out sections 801, 311, and 861 of the Act with respect to water

supply fmd water pollution control, and to carry out the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act, as amended (88 U.S.C. 466-466d, 466f—466k)

,

70 Stat. 408.

75 Stat. 205,

200. Act as amended.”

$24,707,000,Winding $4,700,000 for grants to States and $300,000 for grants

42 USO 241,

248, 204.

70 Stat. 408.

75 Stat. 205,

200.

42 TOO 241,

248, 204.

70 Stat. 408.

70 Stat. 408.

88 TOO 405

note.

70 Stat. 000.

« op. cit. PL 87-682.
» op. cit. PL 88-188.

“op. oit. PL 68-600.

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 361 of the Act with respect to water

supply and water pollution control, and to carry out the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act, as amended (83 TJ.S.C. 466-466d, 466f-466k),

$28,080,000, Winding $4,700,000 for grants to States and $300,000 for grants

to interstate agencies under section 5 of the Federal Water Pollution Con-

trol Act
,
as amended, and of which $500,000 shall be available for (he com-

prehensivestudy ofthe Ohio River basin.*8

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 361 of the Act with respect to water

supply and water pollution control, and to carry out the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act, as amended (83 U.S.C. 466-466d, 466f-466k),

$35,009,000, including $4,700,000 for grants to States and $300,000 for

grants to interstate agencies under section 5 of the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act, as amended.*9

To carry out sections 301, 311, and 861 of the Act with respect to water

supply and water pollution control, and to carry out the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act, as amended (83 U.S.C. 466-486d, 466f-466k),

$44,514,000, including $4,700,000 for grants to States and $300,000 for grants

to interstate agencies under section 5 of the Federal Water Pollution Con-

trol Act, as amended.40

For expenses necessary to carry out the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act, as amended, and other related activities, including$4,700,000 for grants

to States and $800,000 for grants to interstate agencies under section 7 of

such Act, $55,439,000: Provided, That the unobligated balance of funds

appropriated under this head in the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare Appropriation Act, 1966, for constructing acid mine drainage con-

trol measures, shall remain available during the current fiscal year and shall

be transferred to the appropriation for “Buildings and facilities.
1 ’ 41

«op. cit. PL BB-1B6.
« op. dt.PL 89-787.
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Appendix III

C

PRESIDENTIAL MANDATES

Control ofPollution Originating
From Federal Activities

By Executive Order 11288 dated July 2, 1966,

the President of the United States charged the

heads of the departments, agencies, and estab-

lishments of the Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment—including the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare—with providing lead-

ership in the nationwide effort to improve
water quality through prevention, control, and
abatement of water pollution from Federal

Government activities in the United States. In
addition, he assigned the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare a responsibility in ad-

vising and asmsting the Secretary of the Inte-

rior in a. comprehensive study of, and the

development of corrective actions for, the

problem of water pollution within the United
States caused by the operation of vessels.49

Similarly, another Executive Order, No.

11282, dated May 26, 1966 required all Federal

agencies to take steps to prevent and control air

pollution from Federal installations; The head
of each agency was also charged with submit-

ting an orderly schedule to the Bureau of the

* “Control of Water Pollution Originating from Federal
Installation!. Bzecntire Order 11288. July 2, 1886." Weekly
Compilation of Presidential Document* 2 :21 :696 (May 80)
1960,

Budgetby July 1, 1967, for bringing all existing

installations up to the required standards. The
Executive Order not only gave the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare the respon-

sibility for issuing precise standards limiting
emissions from Federal buildings and facilities

(pursuant to the Clean Air Act), but it also

directed that the Department, together with
the Department of Interior, explore with the

Bureau of the Budget the feasibility of increas-

ing the Federal effort to find a solution to the

sulfur emission problem.49

Furthermore, through a memorandum, the

President also directed the Heads of Depart-

ments and Agencies and Establishments of the

Executive Branch of Government, consistent

with the performance of their mission and the

relevant legislation, to take into explicit and
due account aircraft noise whenever it is rele-

vant to any of their programs or to action in

which they may participate, and to cooperate

with the Secretaries of the Department of

Transportation and the Department of Housing
and Urban Development in efforts to control

and reduce the problems of aircraft noise.44

““Control of Air Foliation Originating from Federal In-
stallations." Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents
2:21:006 (May 80) 1960.

““Aircraft noise and land use near airports." Weekly
Compilation of Presidential Documents 8 :12 ;627 (March 27)
1967.
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Water Pollution

1. On February 26, 1966, the President ap-
pointed several members of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare to a Task
Force to study anti-pollution programs in the
Federal Republic of Germany. The group com-
pleted a trip to Germany for this purpose on
March 10, 1966.

2. Subsequent to the transfer of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Administration to the

Department of Interior, that Department and
the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare signed an interdepartmental agree-

ment concerning consultation between these two
departments. Also signed by the President on
September 1, 1966, this agreement binds the

Public Health Service, Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare to responsibilities re-

lating to the following

:

(a) Consulting with the head of the Adminis-

tration on public health aspects of water

pollution, including chemical, biological,

and radiological contaminants.

(b) Conducting a variety of studies on the hu-

man health aspects of water pollution.

(c) Exchanging information, pertinent data

and research results withthe FederalWater
Pollution Control Administration.

(d) Appointing a liaison representative to the

Department of the Interior.*'

Air Pollution

1. In keeping with responsibilities provided

in the Clean Air Act, the officials of the Depart-

“ “Health aspects of water pollution control. Interdepart-
mental agreement concerning consultation between Depart-
ments of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Interior.

September 2, I960.” Weekly Compilation of Presidential
Docnmenti 2 :80 :118a (September 0) 1808.

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare and
the officials of the District of Columbia, Mary-
land, and Virginia were invited by the Presi-

dent September 8, 1966, to consult with one
another on interstate air pollution in the

National Capital area.46

2. The President’s memorandum to relevant

agencies urging increased research and develop-

ment programs and study of economic effects

and incentives for industry cooperation, April

21, 1967, directed the Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare to in-

form the Congress of an additional $2.7 million

supplemental request in 1967 for research on
controlling pollution from sulfur oxides. Addi-
tionally, the Secretary was asked to develop a
plan to encourage the coal, oil, and power in-

dustries to contribute substantially towards
those parts of the directed and targeted re-

search which relate to the desulfurization or
other means of utilizing fossil fuels in accord-

ance with existing and potential control

regulations.47

Occupational Health

The President directed the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to make an in-

tensified study of all occupational health prob-

lems and to report to him what the government
can do (1) to isolate and eliminate the hazards
to occupational health that now exist, and (2)

to test new products and processes so that pre-

cautions can be taken to prevent health hazards

before they occur.46

" “Air Pollution Abatement In the National Capitol Area/'
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 2:80:1258
(September 12) 1960.

"“Air pollution control. The President's memorandum to

relevant agencies urging Increased research and development
programs and study of economic effects and incentives for
industry cooperation. April 21, 1907/' Weekly Compilation of
Presidential Documents 8 :16 iflfll (April 24) 1967.

"“International Labor Press Aseoclatlon. The President's
Remarks to Members of the Association In the East Boom.
May 28t 1900/* Weekly Compilation of Presidential Docu-
ments 2 :21 :602 (May 20) 1900.
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Appendix III

D

DHEW EXPENDITURES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

(DIRECT OPERATIONS, GRANTS & CONTRACTS)

r
i

Eiri

| fri- SOLID WASTES PJftaJ Year 1B67 Fittal Year 1968

1 P\ 1
t;. Direct Operations. $3, 322, 000 $4, 517, 000
Is.-
jltl Grants 8, 027, 000 10, 005, 000

i / 1

i V I

Contracts 846, 000 1, 080, 000

fe \i
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Direct Operations. 3, 193, 000 3, 901, 000

1
Grants 3, 219, 000 3, 979, 000

f

1

1 Contracts 378, 000 643, 000mr INJURY CONTROL
[ 1 Direct Operations. 2, 169, 000 2, 268, 000

1

Grants 2, 020, 000 2, 041, 000

Contracts 715, 000 982, 000

- & x.

ARCTIC HEALTH
Direct Operations. 1,113,000 1, 333, 000

FOOD AND WATER
Direct Operations. 4, 424, 000

Grants 5, 325, 000

Contracts 50, 000

RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH
Direct Operations. 11,015,000

Grants 2, 332, 000

Contracts 2,378,000

CHRONIC DISEASES

Direct Operations. 12, 142, 000

Grants 4, 074, 000

Contracts 8, 886, 000

COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

Direct Operations. 38, 482, 000

Grants 11,275,000

Contracts 10, 052, 000

4, 631, 000

6, 500, 000

85, 000

11,067,000

2, 328, 000

2, 292, 000

12. 407. 000

4, 512, 000

11. 023. 000

39. 193. 000

11, 522, 000

12. 175. 000

PESTICIDES

Direct Operations.

Final Year 1BST Final Yearim

$4, 010, 000 $4, 348, 000

Grants. . ... 1, 200, 000 1, 810, 000

Contracts 3, 224, 000 3, 224, 000

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
SCIENCES CENTER

Direct Operations. $2, 002, 000 4, 649, 000

Grants, Total 11, 320, 000 16, 966, 000

Research (7, 016, 000) ( 10, 421, 000)

Training- (4,304,000) (5,545,000)

FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION

Direct Operations. 58, 148, 000 61, 296, 000

Grants, Research. 190, 000 317, 000

Contracts, Total.. 3,088,000 5,453,000

Research (2,370,570) (4,471,000)

Training.. (169,500) (240,000)

Support (357, 930) (425, 000)

BIOLOGICAL STANDARDS

Direct Operations. 6, 515, 000 6, 374, 000

Contracts, Re-

search 1, 975, 000 2, 275, 000

AIR POLLUTION

Direct Operations. 14, 637, 000 20, 218, 000

Grants 17,686,000 34,018,000

Contracts 6, 902, 000 9, 949, 000

SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HAZARDS

Direct Operations.

Contracts -

447. 000

150. 000

469. 000

160. 000

83
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Appendix IV

A

POTENTIAL INTERSTATE AIR POLLUTION SOURCE AREAS

The following is a listing of interstate (including areas
adjacent to State boundaries) and international air pollution
source areas in which the Air Pollution Center has reason to
believe sufficient pollution exists to 'warrant an abatement plan.
This listing includes areas where observation, surveillance, or
surveys are underway or may be undertaken by the Abatement
Branch, Division of Air Pollution. The listing is alphabetical
and does not indicate priority as to order of importance.

1. AIlentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Pennsylva-
nia-New Jersey

2. Augusta, Georgia-South Carolina
3. Beaumont-Port Arthur, Texas-Louisiana
4. Binghamton, New York-Pennsylvania
5. Bluefield, West Virginia-Virginia

6. Bogulusa, Louisiana-Mississippi

7. Bristol, Tennessee-Virginia

8. Buffalo, New York-Ontario, panada
9. Chattahoochee, Florida-Georgia

10. Chattanooga, Tennessee-Georgia

11. Cheyenne, Wyoming-Colorado
12. Chicago SALSA,, Ulinois-Indiana

13. Clarkston-Lewiston, Washington-Idaho
14. ColumbuB, Georgia-Alabama
15. Davenport-Rock Islond-Moline, Iowa-Illi-

nois

16. Detroit-Windsor, Michigan-Ontario, Can-
ada

17. Draper, North Carolina-Virginia
18. Dubuqne, Iowa-Wisconsin-Illinois
19. Duluth-Superior,Minnesota-Wisconsin

20. East Liverpool, Ohio-West Virginia
21. El Paso, Texas-New Mexico-Mexico
22. Evansville, Indiana-Kentucky
23. Fall River, Massachusetts-Rhode Island
24. Fargo-Moorhead, North Dakota-Minnesota
25. Femandina Beach-St. Marys, Florida-

Georgia

26. Fort Smith, Arkansas-Oklahoma
27. Grand Forks-East Grand Forks, North

Dakota-Minnesota

28. Huntington-Ashland, West Virginia-Ken-

tucky-Ohio

29. Ironton, Ohio-Kentucky
80; Joplin, Missouri-Eansas

31. Kansas City, Missouri-Eansas
32. La Crosse, Wisconsin-Minnesota
33. Las Vegas, Nevada-Arizona
34. Lawrence-Haverhill, Massachusetts-New

Hampshire
35. Lebanon-White River Junction, New

Hampshire-Vermont

36. Liberal, Eansas-Oklahoma
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87. Luke-Keyser, Maryland-West Virginia

38. Mahweh,New Jersey-New York
39. Marinette-Menominee, Wisconsin-Michigan
40. Memphis, Tennessee*Arkansas

41. Natchez*Vidalia, Mississippi-Louisiana

42. Needles-DavisDam, Califomia-Arizona
43. New York S.M.S.A., New York-New Jer-

sey-Connecticut

44. Omaha, Nebraska-Iowa
45. Ortonville, Minnesota-South Dakota

46. Owensboro, Kentucby-Illinois
47. Paducah,Kentucky-Illinois
48. Parkersburg-Marietta,West Virginia-Ohio
49. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-New Jersey
50. Portland, Oregon-Washington

51. Portsmouth, Ohio-Kentucky
52. Providence-Pawtucket, Rhode Island-Mas-

sachusetts

63.

St. Croix River, Minnesota-Wisconsin
54. St. Joseph, Missouri-Kansas

55. St. Louis, Mi8Souri-Illinois

56. Savannah, Qeorgia-South Carolina
57. Selbyville-Bishop, Delaware-Maryland

58. Sioux City, Iowa-Nebraska
59. Spokane, Coeur d’Alene, Washington-

Idaho
60. Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, Massachu-

setts-Connecticut

61. Steubenville-Weirton, Ohio-West Virginia
62. Stillwater, Minnesota-Wisconsin
63. Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas
64. Ticonderoga-Shoreham, New York-Ver-

mont
65. The Dalles, Oregon

66. Toledo, Ohio-Michigan
67. Trenton,New Jersey-Pennsylvania
68. Washington, D.C.-Matyland-Virginia
69. Westerly-Pawcatuk, Rhode Island-Connec-

ticut

70. Wheeling,WestVirginia-Ohio

71. Wilmington, Delaware-New Jersey-Mary-
land

72. Winona, Minnesota-Wisconsin
73. Youngstown-Warren, Ohio-Pennsylvania
74. Yuma, Arizona-Califomia
75. McAllen-Edenburg-Pharr, Texas (Hidalgo

County)
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Appendix IV

B

STATUS OF INTERSTATE CARRIER WATER SUPPLIES

April 25, 1967

Stott

Num-
ber Of
Bttjb

proved

Apttlnflott
Served

Nuvi’
ter of
Sup*
pitta
ft*

proved

Population
served

REGION IV

Alabama 0 874, 800 2 119,000
Florida T . 22 2, 203, 450 10 148, 725
Georgia 0 792, 500 18 841, 450
Mississippi 5 118,500 11 241, 500
South Carolina.. 5 160, 200 8 640, 200
Tennessee 3 1, 085, 000 4 246, 200

53 5, 240, 450 53 2, 237, 075

REGION V

Illinois 21 1, 112, 100 7 4, 621, 160
Indiana . 8 924,500 1 0,000
Michigan 20 4, 117, 215 3 12,600
Ohio 23 5, 141, 100 5 11, 400
Wisconsin 12 1,352,491 1 48, 300

03 12, 647, 406 17 4, 702, 460

REGION VI

Iowa 10 614,600 1 22, 200
Kansas 8 508,200 1 25, 000
Minnesota— 0 1, 090, 424
Missouri 11 2, 043, 000
Nebraska.. 0 562, 872
North Dakota.. 10 201, 200
South Dakota... 4 116,700 .

61 5, 136, 996 2 47,200
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STATUS OF INTERSTATE CARRIER WATER SUPPLIES
April 25, 1967—Continued

State

Num-
btrof
Sup-
pita
Ap-

prtked

Population
Served

Nttm-
too/
Bup-
pita
Nat
mv
prStd

Jtoputogoft State

Num-
of

Sup-
Pita

prated

Population
Served

Num-
ber of
Sup-
pita
Not
W*
proved

Population
Served

REGION VH St1MMARY
Arkansas 5 876, 000

1, 600, 684

266, 250

706, 200

6, 135, 267

REGION T 30 701, 775Louisiana _ _ 33 1

1

1

300

36,000

16,500

56, 000

2, 627, 009 1912

New Mexico
Oklahoma

6

5
REGION II 69 9, 211, 010 25 9, 599, 672

Texas 69 6 REGION m... 61 7, 730, 170 13 1 320, 350

REGION VIH
118 8, 084, 301 9 107, 800 REGION IV... 53 6, 240, 450 53 2, 237, 075

Colorado s 801, 300

116, 700

216, 200

482, 600

104,000

6 140, 000

REGION V 93 12,647,406 17 4, 702, 460

Idaho 6 REGION VI... 61 6, 136, 096 47, 200Montana - ... 11 l 10,700

292, 700

27, 621

2

Utah. 4
A

3
4
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REGION IX
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REGION IX
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Arizona
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4
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536, 000
*7 van iia

6
4
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221, 000
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A
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Hawaii
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4
7, 700, 410

320,000

110,600 .

705,800
1, 723, 318

5 69,600

5,206
Nevada 7

A

Oregon.

Washington
10

22
4

7
83, 760

122, 200

108 111,241,578 24 520,482
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